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SI UC veterans woun~~~l ,rr1>µagftb<1tJle
c:: , •

Sfl!dcn~

By Donita Polly
Egyptian Reporter

Daily

The federal government shutdown ha.~ one
SIUC veteran worrying about where the money
for her next mortgage payment is going lo come
from.
Nicole Smith, a senior in Russian from
Florida, said she and her husband arc both students and veterans. She said they and their 2·
year-old son live strictly on their college GI Bills
and Veterans Administration work study paychecks.
She said now that the government has shut
down. she and her husband will not receive their
checks.
Smith said ii is hard 10 believe that she and

her husband will not gel paid for an undcter:: /;: '
wtio joined the military and sipied' ·\
't' ;'.• ' .'. ' ' I. '' '
mined amount of ti~_because the·govemment , .. up forthe_rn_~ill to help pay their way through
canno1come1oadcc151on.
'
.
·,college. re.cdve their·paymenls through the ·
~,
President B.ill Ointon and Congress could not Veteran Affairs OcpartmenL
O
O
I
come to ~n ag~ement on the f~dcral bud~~:
Depending on which· chapter of the GI_ Bill a
'
nda
Mo Y mght, and nbout soo.ooo 'nonessential
veteran is in. the veteran pays a fixed rate out of
O
~cderal workers were sent home Tuesday mom- their military paycheck each month to pay their
m~lesCrews,SIUC"sccrtifyingofficial vet- share of~ GI Bill. When they are disc~ed
eran. s coordir.ator, said a percentage of workers an~ go t~ college, ~ey are supposed to receive
who were sent home because of the shutdown the!T m.~nthly GI Bdl paychecks.
The Los Angeles limes
arc workers who process federal checks for the
Also, every month veterans must verify their
WASHINGTON, Nov. 16-The
Vetera., Affairs Department
enrollment t? the ~etcran Affairs Dep!lrtrncnL
House passed a new temporary
Smith said she is worried that when the shutCrews said there, arc_ 1,200 SIUC students
spent'jng
measure early Thursday
down is over and she receives her checks, she receiving GI Bill benefits; Of the 1.200 students,
intended to end the government
may be 100 far behind in her bills.
shutdown, but President' Clinton
"It's hard for us," Smith said. "We may lose
vowed to veto it. saying he was preour house."
~-, ~ee VETERANS, page 7 pared to hold firm in the budget
standoff "even if it's 90 days. 120
days or 180 days."'
To underline his position, Ointoo
canceled a planned diplomatic mission to Jap;_m this weekend, sendmg
Vice President Al Gore in his place.
In another reflection of the escalating consequences of the budget
impasse. Treasury Secretary_ Robert
E. Rubin announced t1iat he had borrowed from two civil service trust
funds to avoid defaulting on the
nationaldebL
The House passed.the new stopgap spending measure on· a vote of
2n-1s1. and the Senate planned to
complete nc!ion laterThursday.
Clinton vetoed the first version
Monday, triggering ·a panial shut.
down of govemmcnt operations and
'" · · sending some 800,000 federiirwork-
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Vnn SotzACt- The D.Jily Egyptidn

Mailman with attitude:

Geoff Ruscl1, Q junior in Radio & Television from Joliet, delivers tlie bursar bills in tl1e basement
of Lentz Hall 11iursday aftmroon while ironically attired in a jesters cap.

Alumnus awards donation to student filmmakers
By Cynthia Sheets
Egyptian Reporter

Daily

Some minority student filmmakers will be
able to case the cost of production from their
own pocket~ thanks to a $5,000 award to the
cine~ llitd photugraphy department donated by
"Hoop Dreams" director Steve James.
The documentary film. which follows the
a.~pirations of two black boys' pursuit for professional ba.~ketball fame, won Jcrnes a mone•
tary award from M1V earlier this spring which
he ha.~ decided to share with his alma mater.
In an SIUC News press release, James said
the project is designed to lift the financial obstacles for some of the minority students involved

in filmmaking.
'There is a paucity of minority voices in the
film induHry ;• James said. "One of the ways to
stan to correct that is by making it easier for
minority students to clioose film majors because
they will know they"II have some financial
help."
Gary Kolb, head of the cinema and photography department, said James lent both his name
and support to the school.
'
"He feels it is important to give minorities n
chance at filmmaking," Kolb said. ''Traditional
high cost of production has limited minorities in
this department, but this will go a long way
towards breaking~ barrier.
"Minorities are limited because many are in a
lower socio-economical situation."

SI UC women's
hoops
team
defeats St. Louis
Express, 75-66

pagc20

Kolb said the Minority Filmmakers Award
Fund is the first step in generating n permanent
fund, and he is hoping to raise over SI00,000 lo
establish an endowment
"We want to do a number of things, such as
set up scholarship awards, yearly symposiums
on minority filmmakers and establish an endowment chair of minority filmmaker;• he said.
'The potential is there to be much more than
what we are expecting."
James said the endowment will ha,1e to build
interest before the money can be distributed to
the students.
''It may be a few years, but it could_ happen
very quickly," he said. 'The earliest would be in
tr.c spring of but it could be a year later than
that date."

·en.

G11sBode

Cus says: I think he deserves an
Academy Award for
generosity.
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•Banana•.•.•••••..•.•••••••.••...•• 25¢/lb •Florida Red Grapefruits........ 19¢each
•L..ettuce ........................... 39¢/head •CalifomiaNava!Orange..10 for$1,00
•Swee! Potatoes..................... 39¢/lb. •Green Cabbage...................... 19¢/lb
•Toma!ors ............................. .49¢/lb
ML'CH MUCH MORE.. .

NEW t~.tj~~ See-q~~~ Day

Hours: Mon, Thurs, Sat 9:00 • 5:00 Tues, Wed; Fri 9:00 • 5:30

529-1943

"'
\-71RB:AN'i) PRtEPARB-~FOR-·REFERENDUM oN 01voRcE-

Dr. Avallablc foi Phone Coruultatlon

• Palirier Graduate ·
Certified Massage Therapy

100 E. Walnut (Intersection of E. 13 & Railroad) 529·2534

cia!ions

1·
..POSTAL -

993-5853
549-1960
1-800-225-2161

·s---

U. •· ·. 5tt CENTER~Your campus Pijtai

•Economy •Luxury •Trucks •Vans

•.

·eeu~

ups\~:

Spec,ial Thanksgiving Rotes

"Calf us for all your transportation needs."

oUBLIN, Ireland-Since 1937, when Ireland wrote its constitution. intertwining the law ~ftheaitbolicO111rch and the Jaw oftht: stall; SIJ{Xl!SSivc gen.
have wiigoo passioriatc bauics over disentangling tlxftwo, with eadJ
side winning some and losing some. Now they arc engaged in struggl~ once.
, again; this ~ oyer lifting the i;onstitulion's ban on diVOfl"C. 1lic !S5UC will
. be decided iifarefcreiidum Nov. 2.4,-and this balllc already has shown that it
may be the most JmSionatcof tbcm all
well ac; vciy close. Iri September,
· acronling to a poll commissioned by the Irish Tunes newspaper, 61 pcm:nl
of respondents said they would vote in favor of removing the ban on divorce
while30pcrccntdcclarcd they would vote against Amonlh L11er, the yes vot. O'S had dropped to 52 percent; owoocnts stood at 35 pcro:nt, and the number
·. with no opinion rose from 9 to 13 percent.

-as

' SCIENTISTS PLAN OBSERVATORY IN ANTARCTICA-

;'BAL1™0RE.:.-On Dec. 20, Johns Hopkins Univcn;ity astro-gcopbysi. cist Dr. David M. Rust plans to step out onto the Antarctic ice and launch
.~
what is billed 'the longest. most detailed observation of the stm ever
eompae o.irnm ~-~CDmpditin
N"1lo710 l500k!ltte· · 54~1:SOO •
attempted. Rtist·and five colleagues from the Johns Hopkins Applied
• Physic; Laboratory in Laurel arc preparing to loft a converted·"star wars"
_ _ _ ___,;___.,..._ _;....;.~ tclescopc·23 miles into the air beneath a giant helium balloon. Called the
Flare Genesis Sol!lr pbscrvatory, the S16 million project is dcsigoot to
unlock the mystcri~ of solar flares and gigantic magnetic storms that
-:Jfairstyllsts- -?
sometimes erupt from the sun's surface into intaplanetary space. With
its 32-inch mirror, the Flare Genesis telescope could record as many as
Has Moved To
120,000 images of the sun's surface - one every IO seconds during a
q,,.(il
single, 10- to 14-day flight around the pole.

.-,'. . F 7:30 · 6:00
&.it. 9:00 · 12:00
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HAJR SALON
Special 1st Tune Clientele

$19.95
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Regular Price $35 for a full set
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Contact Nall Techs: Michellenea or Ramsey , ;;
$22 Fill-in
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Call For An Appt. Mon-Sat 9-5
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MADONNA'S EX-BOYFRIEND ON,TRIAL FOR DRUGS-

UNIONDALE, N.Y.-Pop star Mooonna last year inadvertently started a
fcdcral drug sting ~ended in the arrest of her former boyfriend on cocaine
chaiges, acconling io testimony Wednesday at the boyfriend's trial on Long
Island. Mooonna was so concemcd about her boyfriend Peter Shuc's claim
be was a big-time rocaine dealer that in the summer or 1994 she asked h:r
friend lO checkout his background, aaxmling lO the friend, Arlyne Brickman,
aformcrNcwYotkCityhoo:icmakerwbowassimultancouslyafcdcralinfoc-

SHIP LJPS II
WITH THE BEST
I
I
·
I
1 'TILL 7•00 p Ml -1I sources
:md girifiicnd of several JIOIIllllClll
figures. Federal
say the.re is no suggestion Madonna bas been involved in any drug
I
I ·
I

mant

I

•

•

organized-crime

•

activit • And sowc:cs close to the oinger-actress, who wish to remain anony•
I Hour5 Nov. 24th Thru Xma5: I mous, ~y she dumped Shue b::cause of his supposed drug dealing.

I Monday - Saturday 1

·

.

1
18·00a m - 7·00 pm : MEDICARE CUTS MAY BOOST INSURERS' ~USIN~S•

Thu11day -~turday, Nov. ~o -Det 2, 1qq5
1Oam•Spm (Thurs. • Sat.)
Student Center Hall of Fame & International lounge
Ovr annual Holiday Craft Sole has
become a mo;or campus event. Over
75 artists and craftsp..,cople, holiday
decorations, and area musical groups
all add up to three days of Holiday
Cheer at the SIUC Student Center.
Call 453-3636 for more information.

Chart a Course for Success at

Boston U nive1·sity
International Graduate Centers

!\»!aster of §cience Bet.trees in
NHlanacennent

Call 617/353-6000
755 Commonwealth Avem:e
Boston, MA 02215

•

WASHINGION-Mcdicare·reform has the health care msmancc mdus:P Ius ~
Q!1 fillj'. UPS : try gearing up for a multibillion-<lollar uptick in business. Driving this
wi... h this ad(•btgoo•-,;i,-ou.,...;\ 1 surge of ~ctivity is the Republican plan to_ carve S270 ~illi?n out of
lfilk!! - ....,.,,. =,.,95
I Medicare m the next seven years. Some vcrsmn of the leg1sla11on seems
I MI.IWALESHOfmGCcNTER •529-IM!. I certain to survive the political wars, and that would mean managed-care
I companies -which contain costs by monitoring access to care -could
MAILBOXES ETC.'
I triple their share of the health care market. from 8 percent to 2.4 pcrccnL
•
- - - - - - - - .J Thal t.lUld translate into an enormous increase in revenue for insurers.
If the legislation passes, by 2002 they will handle a projected $70 billion
in Medicare business annually, compared with S15 billion today.

!1

•

•
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Cedarhurs·t
Cedarhurst Chamber
Music Presents
Beethoven Society
For Pianists
Sunday Evening,
November 19, 1995,
7:30 p.m.
Mitchell Museum
At Cedarhurst
Mt. Vernon, 11
(618) 242-1236

FEDERAL HIGHWAY BILL MAY RAISE SPEED LIMITS WASHINGTON-Americans arc only two votes and a prcsidcntia1 signature away from higher speed limits and a series of other rule changes
that have raised hackles with safety groups but proven popular in
Coni:;ress. After months of wrangling, House and Sen~tc n~gotiators
have finally agreed on a new National Highway System hill with a numocr cf side issues that have prompted more comment than il~ main purpose - to release S6.5 billion in federal highway funds to states for the
newly designated 160,955-mile highway system, which already ban~es
a large share of the country's travel and commerce. Baulcs over billboards and Amtrak held up the bill until this week.
-from Daily fgyptL.m wire services

Accuracy Desk
If readers spot an error in a news artide. tlley can contact the Daily
Eg)ptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, extension 233 or 228.
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and
Aldnninistration
• Concentrations in
International Management
M11ltinatio11al Commerce
• Full and Part-time Courses
• Begin in January,
September, or April
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News Editor. Jm,cs J. fn,,s
Sports &fitoc Quit 9'rl,;
Phcro f:dilcr. Ahrl,; Ouistian
Graphics Edit..-, Jeff Siemers
rcaiure Edita': Dustl11 Coleman

&11crtainmcn1 Editor.
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Student Ad ManJ;;er. Bryau MO\tq
Classifi<d: St<phanie Andenon
Business: V.alorie Korhor
Ad Production: Sbff)l Cws

Editorial Page C:O.Editoc Roi, Neff
Editorial Pase Co-fd~ocl>s<>n E. Co,m
faculty Ma""&ing [daor. tloyd Coocmu,
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~ Ttdt Ill: Kar 1...-.mce
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Law schoOI will htisf ibltfct~!liiik?,~iltI~.
1

By Carey Jan~ Atherton
Daily Egyptian Reponer
A top official-with the United
Nations Association of the United
States of America \\ill take what he
calls a "Han! look at the Future of
the United Nations'" by speaking
about the organiz:ition 's accomplishment,;_, current problems and reform
proposals at the end of November.
James M. Olson, vice president
of the United Nations Association.

will give a speech about the role of
the United Na_tions on Monday,
Nov. 27 at 8 p.m. in the SIU Law
School auditorium.
_.
Olga -Weidner, president of the
local United Nations Association,
said Olson· s speech at SIU was
designed to highlight the 50th
annivers:uy of the establishment of
the Uniled Nations. The U.N.'s 50'.h
annivers:uy celebration ended OcL
24. The Washington Post reponed
tlmt the celebration was the .largest
a.~semblage of world leaders ever.

a1i,~J~

u.s'.\,wcs·St4,.bi\lion

Tne ~st
Jt\hl
."The
of.
the celebration .,\ias completed. the that total,'! Olsonisaid,t~tl!:S,
genera}agreemcnt w:ii(ihat the owes more than any other~ntcy."
,vorld body needed refcinns "to adapt
O1,son said the final point he w!l!
it to post-Cold War realities Md cash _make
be about citizen partici~
infusions to avert bankruptcy,"
pation within the United Nations.
Olson said_: he will address the
''.Ci_tizen ,awareness and citizen
financial ,crisis the Uniied lllations involveinenl is_ :in essential compois f~ng ~ - a,,1_1umbeq:,f coun- nent," Olson said.
tries, including· the UnJtcd States.
Olson is also the exccutive drrec-·
nre not fulfilling their: financial obli- tor fo_r the National Programs departgations to the organization.
<merit the U.N; Associatior..
- All:togctlier,- countries owe the
· Weidner said he is responsible for
U.N. $4 billion. Olsori ~d. · •
the a.,;sociation's national network of

wm.

of

ti65 c½-P~ruiilJ35 affiliated organi:zations. She.said Olson is the liaison between these groups and police
makers in Washington and the U.N.
Olson holds degrees from Hamlinc
University and New York University and taught history and political
science ill Jacksonville_ University
in Aorida. Olson's speech is spon_ sored by the Soulhem Illinois chapterof thc,United Nations 'As!ociation
for:the United States ofAmt.'lica.:A
receptiori'a{the law school'
fi,J.
, low the speech.

will

Prote~ters tace
hearing in U.S.
court Tuesday

Munchkin land:
Student finds joy
with 'I ittle sister'

By Lori D. Clark
Daily Egyptian Reporter

By Melissa Jakubowski
Daily Egyptian Reporter
Between work. studying, and preparing for
graduation. Deana Draper still finds time to
take her little sister out once a week to places·
like the arcade or the St Louis Z.00.
Draper does not watch her sister as a favor to
her mom. and she does not get paid to watch
her.
Draper. a SIUC senior in bioscience from
Aurora. is a volunteer for the Big Brother/Big
Sister Organiwtion. which celebrate.~ it~ one
year anniversary this month. In the program.
volunteers work for one year with a child of a
single parent home from Jackson or Perry
county.
The children arc between the age of six
and 12 years old. Volunteers nre encouraged to
spend a minimum of two to four hours a week
with their child.
Draper volunteered in April and was
matchc.~ with 7-ycar-old Jc.'-Sica in August.
··1 met Jessica at a Big Brother/Big Sister
picnic:· she said. ··she ran right up to me and
gave me a big hug. She wanted me be her real
sister:·
Jennifer Shaw. director of the pmgram. said
volunteer., need to stres.\ that thev are not substitute parenl~ but frit•nds.
,
··Toe premise of the progr.irn is one-on-one
friendship mentoring:· she said. "'The volunteers go through a training of do·, and don"ts.
The volunte..-rs arc not bahvsitters and not
Santa Clau,. The voluntc;rs arc there to
enc'?.uragc the child. not to be an authority figure.
Draper said having the parent explain the
role of the Big Brother/Big Sister helps the
child understand the situation.
.. , would never take the place ol a mom;·
she ,aid. ··1 just want to he a friend. Jessica· s
mom is great. She explains everything to
Jessica:·
Angela Thompson. Jessica·s mother. said
she appre.:iatcs the time the volunteers spend
with the children She said her older son. Joev.
who is aJ,,._, involved in the pmg,.un. has hoih
a Big Brother and Sister.
..The children really enjoy it:· she said.
"'They (rnlunteer.,) gn different places I can"t
afford to go:·
Shaw said rnluntecr., · backgrounds are thoroughly screened before they are matched with
children.

Eight people arrested in
September while protesting the logging of part of the Shawnee
National Forest are scheduled for
hearings in U.S. District Court on
Tuesday.
The protesters were arrested and
most were charged with trespassing
in an area marked with a U.S.
Forest Service closure notice.
Some of the protesters were also
charged with resisting an officer.
aecortiing to a Benton Courthouse
official. Both nre fedcral charges.
Karen Metheny. at the Benton
Federal Courthouse, said if the
eight enter a plea of guilty. they
will not have to go to trial. If the
protesters plead not guilty. the case
will continue with a trial.
Those arrested were Holly
Harris. an SIUC student from
Makanda; Jan Wilder-Thomas of
Brookport: Eileen Jiskra. a SIUC
student from Lombard; Kristen
Kordecki,.a SIUC student from
Hanover Park; Joe Glisson of Creal
Springs: Steve Christian~on of
Naperville; Deborah Bouton of
Makanda and Alisa M. Fritz. a
SIUC student from Addison.
Metheny said lhe defendants had
not retained an attorney for the
hearing because an entry of appear·
ancc had not been filed.
If any of the protesterS have hirrtl
an auorney. it ha.~ not been recorded through the colll1house.
Harris said she was unaware of
any of the defendants retaining a
lawyer.
Harris said she could not comment on the arrest~.
The protesters were arrested
wh;le opposing the logging of the
Cripps Bend area of the Shawnee.
The logging began on Sept. 21 after
a federal judge ruled he had no
jurisdiction in a lawsuit filed
against the Forest Service. The lawsuit stated the Forest Service had
not adequately assessed the forest
for the presence of tlte Indiana baL
The logging of Cripps _Bend was
completed on Sept. 30 by the
Carbondale_ Veneer Company.

V,our SotllACt- T/ie D,1ii,, Egyptian

Big Sisler Deana Drap,•r, a senior i11 liiologicnl science from Aurora, and lrcr Little Sister
Jessica Garrett, a 7-year-o/d from Murplryslioro, await Ille performance of "A Christmas
Carol" in the /ot,/,y r-'f McLeod Tlleatcr Tuesday niglrt.
First. she said the applicants are pre"--recned over the telephone. She said they fill
out applications and are personally inter,·iewed. The state and local police also perfonn a background check. she said.
Thompson said the serious background
check is one of the strengths of the program.
"When I first learned who the volunteers
were. I had to know everything about them."
she said ... A parent can·t be too careful."
Draper ~aid she applied because she has
always loved children and enjoys volunteer
work. She said spending time with Jessica
gives her a break from her stressful schedule.
- ··1 have a great time:· she said. "'It's not like
work or something I have to do. It gives me an
outlet away from school. She reminds me that
everything is not about studying and grade.._:·
Jeff Riegley. a senior in finance from
Collinsville. said he volunteered because he
wanted to have a positive male influence on a
child of a single-parent home.

"I had a re.al good family life growing up;·
he said. "I had friend.'> that were children of
single family home.~. and I've seen .the prohlems with only having the mother's influence
and 1101 a positive male role model."
Riegley said balancing time is not hanl. but
volunteers have to be careful not to spend to
much time with the child.
"If you start going to their house four night,
a week and something comes up. they might
get upset when you can't come over. Volunteering does take up a little time, but anyone
can spare two to four hours a week, or a
Saturday."
Riegley said he has recently started helping
his child \\~th his spelling homework. He said
he hopes he will influence his child to strive for
good grades and attend college.
Shaw said access to a car is a requirement
for volunteering. She said whatever activitic.'>

see 81G SISTER, page 7

SIU professor looks forward to PBS appearance
Tobacco legislation expert to join Joycelyn Elders in panel discussion on 'Fr~edo·m Speaks'
By Julie Rendleman
Daily Egyptian Reporter

"Freedom Speaks," with Elders and
First Amendment lawyer Cameron

An SIU law professor and
expert on tobacco legislation will
meet and sit on a panel with
Joycelyn Elders. former surgeon
general of the United States. to discuss laws that limit tobacco nd\'ertising on the Public Broadcasting
System.
Donald Gamer, SIU low professor, will be on the television show.

The episode will be titled "tobacco advertising" and will air on
WSIU-TV on Jan. 16 at 7:30 am .•
Trina Lyons, TV program and operations coordinator for WSIU baid.
Gamer said the panel will begin
by discussing general reactions to
President Clinton's proposal to
restrict cigarette advertising, with
some pros .ind cons from John
Sicgenthaler, Fmt Amendment nna-

De Vore.

lyst. and Kerry
Brock,
the
moderator of
the show.
'.The discus-.
sion will then
go to the pl!llel,
and Elders will<
. voice her opin~
ion .ibout the
medical risk of
cigarette sniok. __
ing to children and about.the advCl'tisin.P, of 1opap_co:,c~tJ1P.ll!1i~~•_Jic:
·.-:c,.·¼.,<"..,-.:-.
~<·,·~ ,,,;<.,-<~~~ . . ;~·-.-·_ , .

years.
said.
Gamer said he spoke about smok"Her opinion is that the tobacco
~mpl!lliesshould'.no~ advertise to_ ing to the ninth annualWorld Heallh
0rgruii1..a_tioii in Paris 1iist
children, the
mine,"
He said it will then be discussed
"l discussed unique and important
reasons· why billboards that adver~
from n legal viewpoint.
"There has been n 30 percent tise:smoking ought to_banne~:·
increase in the amount of smoking Garner said.
"In some areas it interferes with
by children iri the last year, so this
isstie
some real urgency.ff he the rights liffamili~ by JX>I1rn)'ing
said.' ·· ' -_
- - •·' '
cmtcion cha.r.icters. looking dO\\'trlll ·
said he has
ollvar- c11nc1rcnt1ieiidd~- .,. • ;:
.Gamer will be,taping the show
ious_committees, fighting.ton:strain
cigarette advertising; for many· toda.y in NashviUe. Tenn. ·

yciii , ·

same as

has

Garner
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Faculty Senate
does books justice
HATS OFF TO THE FACULTY SENATE FOR
recognizing the danger of allowing professors to use
textbooks they have authored in their own clas.5eS, While it is
appropriate in some cases to use one's own work in teaching a
class. there has been the danger that inadequate works that
have not been reviewed by a professor's peers could be used
in the place of more credible works. Less than ethical
professors could have required one of their O\\'Il books for a
class and collected royalties from the sale of that book. even if
it had not been reviewed properly by others in the field.

THE RESOLUTION PASSED TUESDAY BY THE
senate addresses this concern by forbidding the collection of
royalties on books and class notes published by faculty but not
reviewed by their peers or intended for use at other
universities. It also requires professors to report the use of
such material in classes. as well as requiring them to keep
copy of such material available for students to photocopy at
their own expense. if they so desire.

a

The new policy also protect,; the rights of faculty to collect
royalties from books which have been reviewed and are
considered credible. And it allows them to continue to use
them in their own classes, which is also good for students. The
recommendations to change the policy was made without any
noticeable outside pressure. The DE applauds this enlightened
policy and urges the provost to approve it in a timely fashion.

Letters to-tllit/~4"1tor
If Clinton is innti~ent, so is Reagan
I was humored when I read
Maggie Bcdnar's letter oonccrning
the budget and whose fault the
budget aisis is. Ms. Bednar says,
"Specifically, the President is not
responsible nor pcnniued to submit
legislation to Congress ... "
Furthermore, Ms. Bednar says
" ... so that they (Congress) may
come up with an adequate solution
to the fiscal mess that past
Republicans have gotten 11S into."
I'm sure that Ms. Bednar is not
referring 10 the last fifteen years,
twelve of those -years being with

Republican PrcsidenL,;. I mean the
DcnJocrats had control of Con~
all those years, so with Ms.
Bcdnar's logi¼ it is the Democrats'
faulL The Republican presidents
arc not responsible according Lo
Ms. Bcdnar's logic. Ms. Bednar, I
am slightly confused about how it
is ttie Republicans· fault for this
fiscal mess. The fact is the
Democrats had control of Con~
for the last forty years. They had
their chance and now that the
Republicans are in power, the
Democrats arc simply whining.

Hateful attitudes are

Rally for peace but
leave UoS. out of it

shameful and selfish

can be secured for generations to come. The DE hopes the
groups involved can find a peaceful resolution to the
continuing struggle in Cyprus.

Lori Barone
juflior, psychology

I am ashamed. I sa1 down to enjoy a decent meal
and made the mistal.-c of turning on the evening news.
It seems lhal every lime I turn around, there is some
THE UNIVERSITY SETTING IS ABOUT THE sort of ~disaster.~ One group pitting itself against
perfect place to stage a rally. It is alsu a good place to share another group because of religion, social ideology, or
diverse idea.,; about the troubles in the world. On Wednesday perwnal preferences. 1licrc seems to be no desire to
even remotely understand someone else's viewpoint
the Cypriot and Hellenic Student Association held its second Even in tile morning when I open the DE, I am faced
annual rally to protest Turkish occupation in Cyprus since with hatred and intolerance of others. Whether it is
1974. The positive aspects of the rally were the peaceful religious. racial, or gender based, there is a constant
bombardment of negative attitudes.
protesters that came with a message.
I would like to s.1y Uiat most people arc not like
that. yet l find myself unable 10 do that Why can't
But on the negative side. a representative of the group said we, as individuals, aoxpt lhal we are not the center of
one of their demands is for the U.S. to put pressure on Turkey the planet, especially in the United States, where
to withdraw troops. The DE remains neutrnl on the conflict in diversity is so apparent? Should we not raise our
Cyprus. And unfortunately. the U.S. government has partially children 10 love all things, sec the beauty in others,
shut d-own and we need our "essential" programs and and learn from things around us, no matter how
foreign those things might be? Instead they arc taught
resources to se..:ure our nation.
to bcw·.irc. to be skeptical and unlruSting of people
tbat arc different.
I have a question for all of you who arc sco!Tmg at
THE U.S. GOVERN!'vlENT BY PLAYING THE
··John Wayne" tough- guy-world-cop for so long is now this point Who made you so angry. who taught you to
be
so selfish, and why do you think you arc so
expected to play the older brother for all of the bullied little unhappy?
We hwnans are ama1.cd and delighted by
brother countries of the world. ThL<; conflict is a serious matter the remarkable differences in animals,, yet whik the
fur men and women of Turkey, Greece and Cyprus alike.That differences arc :-..:mired in animals, they arc dete<:•cd
is where the conflict should remain though, between the men in humans. So maybe diversity is accepted only as
.
and women of those countries. Hopefully, by establishing a · long as we don't have IO face it every day.
This is why I am ashamed. I am ashamed to be a
conference or summit be.tween the sides as a member of the human
being. So who will be the first to condemn
Turkish Student Association suggested, it will lead them to a what I am saying? I am sure someone out there hates
peaceful understanding of one another's plight. Peace and who I am and what I represent - accc·ptance,
harmony will be the cnly way a positive, living, loving future tolerance and peace.

Editorial Policies
Signed ankles, including IC!!tcrs, vicwpoints and olhcr commentaries, reRca the
opinion, of lheir authors only. Unsigned edilorials rcprc5enl a comensus of lhc
D,1ily Egyptian Board.
L,~1= to lhe editor must be submitted in person to the editorial page·cdltor,
Room 1247, Communications Building. Lcllcrs ,should be typewritten aria double
spJcl'll. All letters are subject to editing and will be limiled to 350 words. Students
musl identify themselve5 by class and ma.for, faculty members by rank and
drp,1rtmcn1, non-.icadc,mic Slaff by posilion and department.
·
Letlers for which verification of authorship c.mnot be made will not be

publi$h«L

Finally, the government has been
shut down for around two days
now and hey, we arc all still alive.
Wow, imagine the thought of
people
surviving
without
government. We only need the
government for certain things and
otherwise we can do things
ourselves. Toe government's job is
to step out of t11e way and allow
honest, hard•working Americans
the chance at success.

Andy Rock
junior, speech communication

U.S. could end Turkish
occupation of Cyprus
According to the London-Zurich Agreement
between Greece, Britain and Turkey, Cyprus
became an independent island counu:y in 1960.
Bul t11e Turki.'ih forgot that agreement soon. and
Ibey said that Cyprus will be divided into two
sections. one of which will join Turkey.
On July 20, 1974, Tlllkcy invaded Cyprus. Forty
thousand Turkish troops L1nded on Cyprus by air
and naval forces. On August 14, 1974, a second
attack against Cyprus begJ11.
As a result, approximi.tely 37 percent of the
island was occupied. Forty percent of the Greek
Cypriot population was displaced and thousands of
people were killed, ill-treated or disappeared
without a trace.
In search of a peaceful solution. t11e Cyprus
government has agreed to inter communal talks.
Inter communal talks have been going ou for
years, wit11out reaching a good solution for both
sides. The Turldsh troops are still on the Cypriot
land.
For more than 21 years now, Cypriots have been
strangers in their own co1JJ11fy, in their own land.
1,619 Greek Cypriots arc still missing, including 5
American citizens.
It is time for all t!Je Cypriots lo go back lo their
homes. It is time for them 10 be given their three
basic human freedoms: freedom to settle, freedom
. of movement, and freedom of ownership.
The U.S. government can pressure Turkey to
withdraw its invading and occupational forces,
from our COlllltry. 1bat is all we wauL Remember
Cyprus.
'

~hia Constantinou
freshman, special education
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By Julie Rendleman
0,1ily Egypti,m Reporter
Arca children and an internationally :icclaimcd pianist will perfonn
timeless music t111s weekend as part
of the Bcethm·en Society's Festi~al
for Young Pianists.
Children in grades kindergarten
through 12 perfonn the music of
Beethoven Saturday, while pianist
Fernando Laircs plays the music of
Chopin, Beethoven, Schubert and
Liszt at three separate perfonnanccs
this weekend.

The Society, Festival
The Bectho,·en Society for
Pianists wa.~ founded in 1984 by
Donald P. Beattie. director of
SJUC's piano pedagogy program.
The ~iety ha.\ become a very special meeting place for great artiMs
lo visit and pcrfonn and for young
musicians to enjoy the music of
Beethoven.
The festival is in iL~ 12th year and
is a competition that encourages,
inspires and honors students and
their teachers for their talents.
During the festival childr-:n will
play t"o pis-cc~ of music --0ne by
Beethoven and another of their
choKe -tn win cash pri,cs and
other gifts.
Bea11ic ,aid the festival was
established to bring young pianists
together to play Beethoven· s music.
"Beethoven expressed life so well
m his music:· he !>aid. "In the ninth
symphony. the wonh 'Let all men
Ix of brnthcr,,. let there Ix pcac·c ·

says it nil."
He said thar so f:r rl'.cre will be
about 40 - 50 studenl~ competing in
the festival.
'"This is more of a cclebrarion
than a competition,- he said. "I can
not think of anything more wonderful than celebrating the talents of
youth."
The selected winners of the festival will perform Nov. 19 1.t the
Mitchell Art Museum in Mt.
Vernon in a concert with Laircs for
the 10th year in a row.
Beattie said the Beethoven
Society is known as the largest and
mosr dynamic sociery in the world.
It has hr.inches in 0..-nnany. Canada
and London.
'111erc is a new chapter being
c.stablishcd in Oklahoma and we nrc
planning a memorial concert there
in memory of rhe bombing." he
said. '"The concert will he abour one
year to the date when the bombing
,xxurred."

"My w1'.ole tire has been_ musical," he said. "My mother pl:iyed
the piano and sang, and my uncle
played the violin. Music is always
important to a p,:™>O when it is in
the family;"
Laircs said every type of music
imaginable inspired him as a child,
from military marching bands to
musicals.
·
He said he always loves pcrfonning for the Beethoven Society in
Carbondale.
"Children wit: write to me after
the festival and tell me their impressions of the event.- he said. "The
children arc wonderful; they arc
very inspiring and very special to
me since they hold the future of
music in their hands."
Laircs said he lo,·cs perfonning
in front of an audience.
"Pcrfonning is all about communicaring," he said. "I communic;ite
by using my piano to speak to people."

Fernando Laires

n,e festiml begins ll'ith a concert
hy Fernando Laires at 8 p.m.
111niglrt
in
ShrJ·11ck
Auditorium. Ttcuts are S/0 for the
ruhlic and S5 for stutlenu. and they
are ,m1ilable at the ,loor.
l.,1ires also ll'ill perfom, at I p.m.
Nm·. 18 and /9 at the Old Baptist
Recital Hall Ticuts are 55.
TTie festil'tll i.s from JO a.111. to 5
p.m. Saturday in the Old Bapti.st
Foundation Recital Hall. Grades
9-/2 ll'ill perfonn in the morning
and grude.t K-8 ll'ill perfonn in the
afternoon. l.~1ires ll'i// perfonn at I
p.m.

Laires has been acclaimed for his
talent of playing the piano on lh-e
continenb. Some of the countric:1 he
ha~ performed in arc Portugal.
Uungary. England. Russia.
Scotland. China and the Unite·I
States.
Laires said he ha.~ won awanl, in
many countric., for his talent such
as a special declaration from the
Portuguese government and a
Beethoven medal in England.
Laires said he started playing the
piano at the age of three.

·
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Carry Out • -Banquet Fll<lllity • .Cocktails
We are open 7 days a week ·

Lunch Buffet Mon-Sun, 11:00-3:0C) $4.65/p
Dinner Buffet Sun-:-Thur, 5:00-8:30 $6.95/p
20 Dishes Included. Sesame Chicken and much more
Chinese Seafood Buffet Weekend
Frl.-Sat. 5:30-9:30, $8.95/adults

22 CHOICES: CRAB lEGs, LOBSTER MEAT, SCAUDPS,
SHRIMP, FISH, APPETIZERS, SAlAD BA.~, DESSERT BAR
AND MUCH MOREi

ALL YOU CAN EATI
il.

Special Price and Complete Menu tor Banquet
can 457-7686 for Details
1285 E. Main, East of University Mall

.J

Carrey's new 'Ace': Mostly discardable
Comedies that d
,1 work arc
pcrha[" the mo,t dis.
•inting kind
of film We go to tl1<·111 ('.\pccting a
c,·rt:un mood. and tilt;' l,h, felt when
IH' ;in• dcnoc'll our lau!!hlcr fix 1s a
pcr,onal one. On the other h;ind.
gc•xl s·omcdy i, ,o enjoyahll." m part
bcl.JUSC ii i, ,o rnn:. Then: ~re S(lnJC
good laugh~ in ·· Ace Vcn,ura:
When Nature Call,." llut there arc
rmny disappointments a., well.
Pct Dcte.'tivc Ace Ventura {Jim
Carre)). who located the dolphin
ma...,.01 of the Miami f1x>1ball team
in hi, la,1 ad\'enture. " now in
....-arch of an alhino bar. ,na ...:01 of a
primitive Afncan trilx. Ilic ,takes
an: hii:h - if the hat i, not found.
war ,...·,11 erupt.
,\cc travels to •\frica straight
fnim h" new home in Tilxt. where
he ha., achicn'll enlightenment a., a
Buddhl\l monk and livc-,. in a mnuntaan mona,tery. In the uncivililcd
jungle, Ace will face temptation and
danger while slru!!,:ling to remain
true to his new faith.
Carrcy i, fa<:ing a wave of negative reviews for this movie and I
guess it makes sense; not because
his .:omcdy is any wor,c than 95
pcn·cnt of the film humor out there

shoulders. carcs.,ing and flourishing
his human garment in the same
manner the \\nman had displayed
the animal pell. Other gags that
work indudc an African tribe
who-c fonnal greeting is faL-e-spilling. and Carrcy out-wrestling an
alligator while a.,king it that favorite
childhood question, "Why are you
hitting yourself."' as he slaps the
(think about recent comedy rclea.sc.s
Ix fore you argue J. but because he is hapless rcprilc with iL, own feet.
But much of the humor is so
so outrageous he stands out as an
infantile and obvious that one ha.,
e.t~y target for criticism.
C'arrcy is the craziest phy~ical to wonder if C:irrcy didn't come up
comedian I have ever !.Cen, barring with a few good joke.\, impnwisinr,
none. Jerry Lc·.vis came close, but the re.st a.s he went along, counting
Lewis· film, WCI':.! heavily limited on his rubber face and unique cariby the re,trict•·,.: morality of his era. ca I u res to get him through.
Herc Carrcy gets a free reign and Unfortunately, ir doesn't. and by
runs with ir. producing some of the the 20th time Carrcy twitches like a
most tasteless ,ight gags ever maniac and says "allllllrighty then,"
filmed. But for someone with so the film starts to seem a lor longer
much in-your-face talent. he may · than it really is.
"\Vhc:n Nature Calls" gc:ts four
al,o nop more than any famous
out of ten s;ars. If you liked Ace
c"rncdian in history.
There arc moments in "When Ventura in his first movie. you
Nature Calls" th:1t are close to probably won't be disappointed by
genius: once, in reaction to a rich the sequel. Every1hing here is Ace
woman's fmt muff, Ace knoch her times two: the hair. the ca.w and the
husband :.mconscious and cavort~ locations are all expansions or
through a cocktail party with th~ themes Carrcy introduced in the
wizened old geezer draped mer his first "Pct Dcta:ti\·e" story.
;c
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Calendar
Student Center. Details: Carrie, 453-

• TODAY
lnfom1ation
NIGITT SAFETY Tran.\it's la.st day
of service. Thur. Nov. 26. service
resume Mon. Nov. 27. Detaib: Rich,
536-2338.

Meetings
JAPANESE TABLE. Have fun in
convcnation in Japanese and English.
Nov. 17, 6 p.m~ Cafe Melange. tJ17
Illinois. Details: Sumiko, 549-7452.

2408.
NEW REGINNINGS, Chrislinn
group praise. worship, teaching and
fellowship, Nov. 17, 7 p.m., Baptist
Student Ministries Center. Details:
Jon, 993-5932.
FEMINIST ACTION Coalition,
FAC, group of women and mendedicated ro improviog the lives of
women on campus and beyond, Nov.
17. 4 p.m.• S:ingamon Room Student
Center. Details: Y\'ctte, 453-514 I.
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Win1fs of cash for doing nofhing f
WE WILL BE OPEN DURING THANKSGIVING BREAK

760 E. Grand • 457-225~
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Algerians cast ballots d·espite·,,extr~"rni'sf'violence threats
The Washington Post

PARIS-Millions of Algerian
voters reportedly cast ballots
Thursday in the country's frrst
multi-choice presidential election,
ignoring boycott calls and death
lhrcats from Islamic militants who
have been waging a deadly underground war to topple the armybacked l?OVCffilnenL
WiU1 1e11s of U1ousands of soldiets patrolling tl1e streets and protecting polling places, Algeria's
Interior Ministry said nearly half

of the country's 16 million voters
had turned out by midaficmoon.
The relatively strong turnout in
tbe face of boycott calls by l11e
main opposition parties. and blunt
warnings by Islamic radical groups
t.llat :tbey would tum "voting
booths into coffins".was hailed as
a success
-President Liamine
Z.Croual, a fonner general who ran
as a heavy favorite. Results are not
expected until Friday.
The election was being watched
closely in France, which ruled
Algeria until 1962. Paris bas
become entangled in the deadly

for

violence tfiat ~ killed. m~ than•· ing.campaign as, a protest against said France will make fuUJre aid
40,000 Algerians since the rumy France's support for Zcroual's contingent on Algeria's progress
called off parliamental)' elections government, , Paris provides _toward real_ democracy. Chirac
in January 1992 toavcrtanexpect- • Al_gi!=rs morc•than S1: billfon in ·called Jast month for new parlia•
ed victory by tile fundamentalist,. economic aid'.and is believed to mentary elections once a president
Islamic.Salvation Front.,
have supplied clandestine military has been chosen by Algerian votAlgerian Islamic extremists hr:lp to suppress the extremists.
ers.
have been blamed for a 'o/llVC,of
French offic!als say they hope
As a figurehead for tbc anny,
bomb attacks in France that have Z.Croual will use his anticipated
killed seven people and injured victory to open a dialogue wiL't which still wields most of the
more than 170 since July. moderate opposition members, power in the country, 2.croual has
Members of the Armed Islamic including Islamic figures who resisted French calls for a dialogue
Group, a radical offsho()t of tile want to bring a l!all to the deva~ta- witll Islamic partners aficr two
banned Salvation Front, have lion and violence wrought bymorc abortive efforts to negotiate wilb
recruited young Algerian immi- than four years of virtual civil war. jailed Salvation Front leaders
granL~ to help carry out the bombPresident Jacques Chirac bas Abassi Madani and Ali Bclhadj.
DIRECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
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Broughtto )OU in part

Dnml• I'oWffll and IAlnl l"lllwmon

by (11'(11

No,·cmbcr 16. Ii. Deecmbet· I, 2 at 8:00 pm
No,·cmbcr 18, December 2, 3 at 2:00 pm

Academic Affairs has created the position of Director of the University Assessment Program. This is
an 11-monµi half-time appointment (.5 FIBI with a starting date of January 1, 1996.
Responsibilities of the position Include working }Vith college-wide representatives and U1e University
Core Curriculutp,-ExeculiveCommittee to'id.eiltifythe goals, the learning mid program objectives, the
assessment cril~~:.mfpro.ci9ur~ fqr ~~~e!!kth;)n,e;ms whereby the assessment results will
be used in decisio1Fmakingprocesses, and a tlmefable fotlmplementation for all academic programs:
formulating a Campus-wide assessment plan: <in;golilg implementation and reinforcement of the
assessment program: coordinating the articulation of-assessment with retention within the Colleges
and Schools: assessing the progress made by academic uillts In attaining stated goals and recom•
mending changes as needed: and coordinating the reporting requirements pertinent to assessment
and retention both intemally and e,.iemally.
Applicants must be tenured with the rank of Associate or Full Prnfessor and have knowledge of
assessment and testing; it Is preferred that applicants have publications in these areas. Screening of
applications will begin not later than December I, 1995, and will co;:.tinue_.)lJltil the position.is filled.
The salary is commensurate with qualificaticns and experience. Applicants should submit a letter of
app!ication. a complete resume. and arrange to have three letters ofr~~endation sent to Kyle
Perkins. Associate Vice President. Academic Affairs (Planning), Southern-Wfnois University at
Carbondale, Anthony Hall 104, Carbondale, IL 62901-4305.
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale is an Equal Opportlmily/~Jfinnative Action Employer.

Affordable and enchruating entertainment for
the entire frunilyt!
Adult.-.: S8 Seniors: S7
Children (15 & under) and SIU tdudents: S4

01•cn from NOON to 4:30 pm weekdays -.
ruad I hour before each performance
Vi~la.<rt.cJ"eAnl/Discon7 A=eptcd

PHONE 4.'J3-300I
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Samuel Adams Promo Party
Sam Adams Lager & Hom~y Porte~_..

_ _ _ _$_1.5_0~int

~

Sunday
Live Jazz With

~fl2C-,,

Guines&I Bas&! Newcastle
$2.50/pint
:4: MUSTBE21TOENTER
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Dear Editor

When I came to SIUC, I was a nice
respectable preppy boy from the
North. Next thing you know I'm snortIng crank, taking out loans to buy
pounds of marijuana and sheets of blotter acid, and then for some reason
everyone Is calling. me "Captain Nitro."
I don't bathe, but know deep down that
I am an artist. and If people would just
stop hassling me because of the way I
smell and appreciate the beauty of me,
then my life would be much more has-

' ~":,,
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Letter to the 4.t. :.
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sle-free. Mostly, though, I think the .
Hangar Is the coolest place, because
every time I go there I totally swill and
usually somebody will get me high. I
command respect In this town because
I've turned my back on everything to
be an alcoholic. That's right - I'm
Captain Nitro, baby, and you better
watch out, man, or I'll kick a hole In
the sky! Tear down the Pig System!

: . · - O·A·S·l·S

i

day

Sincerely,
Agar Medium

.

Draw Your Room·ra;.Clte Contest
(-·•,,i
Is yoar rr-omni~\J~dge rooking.

l

:

bClaatJrar. hcrndsoinv.'or Jost plaln
anlqa,,1 Then_draw.~m and
send In er copy; · ·• ·
Onr, winner wfll ~ pll:kvd
and pabllshvd In vath
vdltlo~ of oar rricrgazlnv.
Svn!I
drawing. no larger

you~

than 8.5 x 11 lnchvs to:

Dl'GW Your Roommate
c/o Dally Egyptian
Communications Bulidlng
Southern Illinois Uniwrsity
Carbondale, IL 62901

a lot of fires.
He's not a
firefighterhe's a teacher. But to the
kids he's reached, he's a hero.
BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
~,..~.....
~Aft\11111 ....... d

Pltow· Rmn S.-Clu
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Cultu.ral

identity:
Say
it with
skin
By Kristi Dehortty
OASIS \T'; iler
photos by ,\lfc/J<1e/j. DeSls:t

hroug'c1out my college education I have always wanted
a tattoo. but was too chick·
en to follow through on the
idea. As more and more of my
friends jumped on the bandwagon
and ~individualized" themselves, the
stereotypical thought of the tattooed
"60s and ·70s crooks. criminals and
black-dad leather biker boys disap·
peared from m:; nightmares.
Within the past 10 years. there
has been a massive influx of professional artists ente· ·ng the field and
bringing more
credibility to
t h e

T
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profession to
meet the needs
of today's lawyers,
bankers, athletes and our very
own student population. Body art area,
has become one of the most unique and three squirming
and brazenly open ways of defining girls waiting ti .eir turns watched In
oneself, physically and mentally. silence.
If I had been there to get my own
since its first appearance thousands
adomr. :ent, I would not have been
of years ago.
Jason Wallerstedt, a Junior in cin- as calm. While waiting, I was trying
ema production. got a flat-topped to talk my photographer into pierc·
ing his nose. I'm always up for a
bulldog with horns last summer.
·1 suppose my tattoo pertains to good sight. Sprite. the owner of
me personally. and in some ways I Ladyhawke Ink, was busily adding a
set of hearts around the ankle of her
just like the image.·
W1:h more artistic tattoo designs customer while answering my GUesemerging (no more roses and tions with ease.
Sprite has said the desire to decodaisies}, people are seeking more
intimate and customized drawings to rate the body with
adorn their bodies. The classic art should be a
"Mom" tattoo has even started being well-considered
replaced by portraits oi loved ones: decision. Even
though
the
i.e. Tom Arnold and Roseanne.
Andrew Aorig. a freshman in pre- removal of tattoos
has
become
much
foreign language in international
trade, has gotten a tribal dragon and easier with laser
a cover-up design for a killer beer technology· - the
can, with more tattoos in mind for art should be of a
nature that coinhis ankle and face.
"Initially. I thought it was a cool cides with the per·
sonality
of the
thing when I was younger (to get the
killer beer can). And then I got wearer - hopefulanother to cover up the first. And ly, one that v·ill
remain part of
then the snowball effect.·
The word tattoo was first used by them forever.
Wallerstedt said
Tahitian sailors who frequently decorateu their bodies with designs. Is happy with the
outcome
of his
Tattooing, or the inscribing of art
on the skin by use of pigments, can bulldog.
MRlght now I
be done using a needle and dye It
and
or In more ancient ways by pricking like
small holes In the skin with a sharp· wouldn't even
ened instrument made from pig- think of getting rid of It until I see
what it looks like when I'm old, gray
ment covered bone or wood.
In visiting my first tattoo parlor or and wrinkly," he said.
Mary Rosinski, said she got a heart
design studio - which ever you
prefer - I was met at the door by tattoo on her chest when she was
younger and has already out grown
a loud scream.
People have said the feeling It - one of my bigger fears.
-1 was-15 and I got it done to be
Is 'different' In gelling a tattoo,
but It depends on the sensitivity the first-out of my friends to get It,
of one's skin and your lndivldu• and now. they all have cool tattoos
al tolerance of pain. SIiting In and I don't like mine anymore. No
the barber's chair was a young more tattoos. I don't like the Idea of
student receiving her first tattoo spending . money of . getting· It
and the proud owner of the scream removed after a couple of years. It's
I heard. I looked aro~md the sitting not my style."

Stylish
body
art,
including piercing and
scarification, has been dated back
as early as 8,000 B.C. in C3Ve paint·
ings with cultures across the globe
making use of it in one form or
another. Although seen by some as
a trend of mutilating body parts with
piercings or tattoos, the ritual has
remained as extreme and consistent
~th its beginning.
The Greeks and Romans used tattooing to brand slaves. African cultures used body paint to beautify
women in waiting before th1!y were
carted off to wedded bliss. In the
Congo, women had to bear scarification on their
stomachs. And if
the woman found
the pain too much
to bear, she would
be considered to
be ~good for
nothing,· especially marriage.
The Maori of New
Zealand. as a sign
of fertile manliness, tattooed fine
complicated circular designs on the
face and buttocks.
Nowadays, people
use body art to
define their individuality.
Piercing - ·making a hole by
pushing an object,
Ivory tusk or
metal piece, Into a body part - was
a part of an underground subculture
and has only recently come to be
seen as an everyday accessory.
Extremism, only In terms of which
parts of the body a person. decides
to pierce, resides In the Individual.
In the last few years, _the thought
of piercing distinct places on the
face wer.e unthought of, but are now
common acts. The tongue, eyebrows, bridge of .. the nose, septum,
lips a_~d belly butt_O.fl~ ~!! ,c:<>~mon
SEE ART. PAGE 6 n-
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Coffee culture
re-emerges in the

'90s as a way to
individualize oneself
By James Lyon
OASIS Wrlti,.,-

o walk into one is like stepping into a
frame of mind. A coffee house isn't
just a building. It is a feeling. It is an

es I ~ seen in movies and 1V. It had many different size ·. •.,
tables with chairs of a thousand different designs and lamps
~~ of styles and shapes. Nothing matched, yet everyGuitar Player shook my hand and smiled, and m both sat
at a corner table. He was old. Not a bad old, but definitely
not young. He had gray hair pulled back into a ponytail
clothes from an era gone by, and he placed his guitar
tly into its case beside the table.
He did a shot of espresso {pure caffeine) and immediately
took charge of what 1thought was going to be mv inteiview.
(Rules didn't apply there.)
·
"You can't do a news story about a coffee house"

emotion come to life in physical
form. Many people go into one not really
expecting or knowing what happens to them,
and the buth is that somehow they get lost.
It is a strange sensation, really. You cannot
ha~ a top without a bottom does not apply
here. because in a way you are allowed to said.
'
completely relax and be~- ln:lM:luali1y is
"It really isn't news, it is more like a kind of short story" I
a rule here, and eccentricity is a plus. But in
lied. "But since you brought it up, why can't an article 'be
another way~ lose yourself to the feeling done?"
that everyone and eveiything has to offer.
"People today ha~ gotten the idea into their heads that
E~ crack in the wall tells a story, ahnost
as if it belongs there. and the paintings some- ~ ~-to be clone within a designed set of parameters,
said. Rush, rush, rush. They want everything done
times tell !,K)lJ about themseM?s when~ haw
11CM' and don't want to wait, and that is just what a place like
the time to listen. Soon this effect washes OI.U this
is not about."
~ and~ lose yourself to it.
I shook my head in confusion. I didn't get it, and he saw
This happened to me. I went to find out
what the "coffee a.dture" was, but in the pro- that in me and laughed. He reached d0\.1/ll into his pocket
and
pulled out a cigarette. Marlboro, I think.
cess I became a part of it. In the process I lost
my identity. The V,QroS "James l.!,Qn" waited
ook around," he said, blowing smoke out the
at ~ d?OT for me when I was ready to lea~.
side of his rnoo!h, a bicksmckers ~learned
and inside stepped the Writer. My purpose
to do when talking to other people. "People
defined who I was and what I wanted, and
before long people were referring to me by here come here ,o just relax. These are real situations with
that simple label The funny thing about the sit- real people. You can't edit this, and~ can't b.nn this feeling into something that fits into a column of a paper."
uation is that I started to answer to it.
I was still confused, but I was starting to understand a little
One of my fondest memories as a child is
walking into my house on a winier day. It was about 1.1,nat this man was trying to say. .
"This place is a feeling. It is a mental state.," he exclaimed.
extremely cold outside, and walking into the
heated rooms made me feel ~ comfortable "People don't come hem to just drink coffee. They come
and very safe. That is what walkina into here to talk, to socialize, to study, and to simply be. That is
Longbranch was like. )twas like walkin!:tinto a important because that is \K?IY rare these days."
"What do you iTieah by rarer I asked.
memory.
The GJitar Player wa"9l me 0'.0". He was
expecting me. I walked past the Chess Player
as he carefully looked over the board. He was where they put them between a record store and clothing
outlet. It dehumanizes the entire feeling a.little, aJmoo like
losing.
.
painting."
_
I looked around and realized that they~ mass-produce a
~~ pa_used fora fewmomentsandiubped_l)istempleali_}
Longbra.11ch was exactly what I
tie.
-Things
have
changed
so
much
with
these
places
in that
pictured a coffee house to look lastfewdocadesthaUtis~. ·.-· .lnth~_6_0's_ they,were
like. It matched that mental
image I carried with me for a more of a counter wlture ~~-,People went there
long time from the coffee hous- totalkabouthowtheydidntlikethe~t,howthev
didn't like the
tg ~top~-~:e~iwy·~

gen:

he

he

' 'L

he~~~lit~~~~~r~~~~
famous

"'!-a.11:'

where
they could
go to get
high.
"Coffee

houses of today," he continued, "haw become sornev.Jhat
commerdaliz.ed. People look at them as a place to sit in a
bookstore where other people hope to make a profit from
them buying literature. It is really kind of sad when ~ think
about it."
He picked up lus guitar and immP.diately strummed a
chord on it, ahnost like an acoustic exclamation· point. It
sounded like that one point in a musical when the music
starts and the au:lience waits f o r ~ to start singing and
dancing.
I waited. No one sang. No one danced.
"People come to this type of establishment to be themselves, and while they are doing that they can get a special
bond with others.
"Music, poetry, art - to mention a coffee house a real
coffee house, is synonymous with these terms," he said.
"Poetry was so ingrained into what a coffe1 house was suppose to be that some were builtwith stages just for that purpose. The. Beat Ppet was a career."
·
I tried to imaglne that a little. People traveling from place
to place tO read poetry in the back rooms of coffee houses
willing to eke out a living from that. In today's \rorki wh~
specialization i s ~ the fcrl, thatseems. lil<e an impossible concept.
. .·_ " . _· . . .
"You haw to lose yourself to what this plac:ehas to offer,"
Guitar said. ..
can't cori,e here wilh'.precooceived ideas
c:bou! \l,hat this place is supposed to be, because a lot of the
times people are disappointed. It isn't about that, it is about
who~ are, and
become/: ·
•

You

who;,:;-

l~~toat~t~~•:~ttt
"And,:who do you become
you are
here?::'tt· •. ·• ···. · ' \
.::•,:,<. •.·-•
_He~pl½cl. He"looked up fora~; and
_thenJ1e began._· · .. /. <>/C.-:::',;,/\
"I \\iill tell ~ ,bit it will sound a littleslrange, ~

.>

when

liecautioned ..
.···_ ::··,•. ,•··-"·
.
'·_Pia,-.,,._," oo·said.·. seri,;;;_··.·~
.•.',c_wroec.ome:a
"-:: .
-. _ ..,..,.y
~: :> .

~ctJt?~{~Iii~{

dream in a very_small way each time he

and above all else I become a Dreamer." He slopped and let
what he had just said sink in a little.
"\Nhen I come here - or when al¥)flea>mes here, for that
matter-fuey become~ they ll<M! ever wanted to be
in the~ o f ~ else. Not that a coffee house is a place
1M1ere dreams come true, but in a v..ray it lets a person fulfill lMlat
they ll<M! always wanted to become. Artists, philosophers, VJriters - it all slarls here. These are the places IM1el"e ma.sterpieces
are written and dreams are born. I can remember sitting next
to an open vAndool one night when I was in college hying to
VJrite a stoty. I wanted to be a writer, but it never really clicked.
Urderstand?"

wall<.s Into a.coffee house and just remem-

----

hen;; saying something.along the lines of
hoo, the importantthing is"not vJhether !,QI.I
. reach~ dream, lilt rather, the important
thing is that~ newt stop hoping.
.<Sometimes people attain their:dreams, .
and sometimes they pass them on for new
ones in the process.
~
His life di:I not tum oot the v..ray he onc.e
planned

.

He is happy.
Sometimes things can happen to ~»-~l!ll't'i~~~
change a per.;on's life in a big v..ray,
~.-_. ,
and his was changed in a place like this. A ~.'i
simple coffee house.
~""
I put my things inio my backpack, as the .
scent of coffee and espresso coated the air,
and l began to lea'£.
People v.ee still sttrlying (a fu!J..ira professor),
playing chess (a fu!J..ira gran:i champion), and talking (a fulure politician), just like they ~ when I

uooerstood.
"Then I remember going to a place like this with a p.:rl
of paper and a pencil and just started writing doom 1M1at
I ScNJ. Soon this gey came =tome and asked IA.hat I
was doing and I tol:l him that I was hying to VJrite a story." He
paused again. thinking about il
.
"Can ',XX.I imagine that? I just tol:l this complete stranger my
life grel like it was nothing. and what he said has stuck \vilh

I

me."
"And that was?" I asked.
"He looked at me straight-faced and asked me to play a
game of chess with him. You see. he playerl for money. He
rra:ie his living playing chess for money. and hi? always i.ron. I
playerl him. and he kicked my ass. So no..v I was a loser, as m;ill
as not being a VJriter. But then wher. 1was about to lea'£ he
said 'Kn. never lose faith,· and that was it."
~Wmt was that supposed to me.an?" I asked.
"It means that ',XX.I can never gi\e up. Goals come and go.
Dreams go unfulfilled, but ',XX.I can't gilR up. So !,QI.I see, to me
a coffee house is a place o! hope. It shows that people are
always the S:IJTle l.llherelA2r !,QI.I go, and ~ in this shop
right 1101.V a fu!J..ira COlll!X)Ser, artist, or VJriter is thinking about
that one thing that will change their chosen profession fOJ'l2Wr."

arri\w.
Smple people become larger 1han life somewhere doom the road, and it all begins with people like this. Grand i:leas stem from something
simple, and today that happened here.
I really don't knoo, if some kirx:I of torch was
passed, or if it was just an afternoon in a coffee
house, but the underlying message is the same.
This is a place where people can relax, a
place where people can be thern.5ems, and a
place where people can be something they
ll<M! always wanted to become.
It )5 also a place where i:leas are born. and
dreams are realized.
Ho.v much more of an ap~ couk:I some-

I urrlerstood.
Guitar Pia~ said he had to go, and I watched him put au.ray

one ask for?

re

Whats with all the coffee houses?
By James Lyon
OASIS \Vrlter

once saw a movie on 1V when I was a kid where
one of the scenes took place in a coffee house during the 60"s. It was full of college kids all dressed in
black, wearing berets and smoking thin black
cigarettes that coated the entire room in smoke.
There was also one lonely figure sitting on a stage spout·
ing poetry that I didn't get then. and probably wouldn't
get now, and when he was done the others would snap
their fingers as a form of applause.
I don·t know why that particular image was chosen to
portray a coffee house. Maybe the director once hung out
in a coffee house that was-like that and thought that was
what they were all like. Or perhaps he was taking advantage of the stereotype where aU of the beatniks of sod·
ety hung out there to pass the time with nothing better
todo.
Well now I am one of those college kids I used to just
see In movies, and even though those particular coffee
houses of days gone by only live on in my imagination, I
find myself and others returning to the classic idea is and
has to offer.
Students have found coffee houses in the area te be an
ideal place to talk, hang out, study and relax. And even
though they all serve the basic drinks, each one is distinct
in its own way.
For
example,
Longbranch, 100 E.
Jackson, offers a
more traditional
approach to what a
coffee house might
have looked like in.·
the past that con~
trasts sharply with
the style Melange,
607 S. Illinois,
offers.
• Longbranch
feels more down to
earth, and looks like
the type of place
that a philosopher .

I
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might have hung out in." Thomas. a junior in speech
communications said while drinking a cafe mocha.
"Melange is more of the type of place that I picture a jazz
musician or a serious poet hanging out at. I go to both of
them when I am in different moods, because I think that
the coffee tastes a little better at each one at different
times and depending on what mood I am in.'"
To my surprise I found that a person's mood was a definite factor in where they went for a simple cup of coffee.
Students told me that sometimes they just didn't feel like
going to Melange, and sometimes they just weren't in
the tight frame of mind to go to Longbranch. The mood
definitely complements the drink - and the architecture.
"I think Melange is a lot more stylish. It has a mod<·n·.
feel to It that I really like. I also fike the outside patio
when the weather is warmer. That is a really cool plac.e
to sit when the weather is nice and just watch peopte·go
by,· Cristie, a sophomore in English said, commenting on
the sleek architecture and dramatic angles that contrasts
Longbranch's more laid-back look
Evolution seems to have taken place, with a classic idea
leading to a more modem feel between the two coffee
houses, each adapting in its own unique "1ay;and now
the process seems to have happened again;
Java, 611 S. Illinois, the newest coffee house in the
a~. has taken the idea of what a coffee house is to
what a coffee house shoiJld be: -', •.
,. · ':
Seeming to have
borri Jrom;someone on the
inside, Java approaches the col'!cep( of a coffee house

from the "students point of view." It offers not.
only coffee but a computer to type papers at, a
photocopier, a pool table, video games,
overnight mailing service, and exam files.
"We wanted to do something more down to
Earth from the students point of view.fl Roland
Davis, the manager of Java, said. "We wanted to
create a place where a student could not only
study, but take a study break when they needed
one as well."

been
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Caffeine need drives stttaen.tllp a wall
By Chad Amd-arson
OASIS Writer

S

tudents turn to drugs at this point of the
semester. They dope themselves up to the
point where they could not survive without
ii.

It's not cocaine, heroin or marijuana; It Is caffeine.
Electric bllls cllmb because of coffee pots cranking
out gallons upon gallons of pure, black caffeine.
Students eyes sag from lack of sleep, and term
papers gel done only a few hours before they are
due.
So what happens when caffeine Is taken away
from a student at this point of the semester?
I can tell you. 1 sacrificed myself during the day
before my term paper was due
I am addicted to caffeine. I crave II. live for It and
depend on It.
My day begins when the first gulp of sweet, carbonated caffeine hits my mouth In McDonalds at
7:45 a.m. Of course. I am talking about Coca-Cola
- the wonder drug of mornings.
During the day I drink about three large Cokes
from Mac's and another four or five when I do home·
work.
To me. caffeine is a vitamin supplement.
It has a strange effect on me. Caffeine wakes me

up, but It also keeps me calm. If I don't have It, 'my
body shuts down. I become easily aggravated and
slowly drift through my day. It Is similar to taking
cigarettes away from someone who has smoked for
10 years.
. .
On my day of no caffeine, I awoke tired, nonnal.
Going to class at 7:45 a.m., I slopped al Mac's out
of habit, only to realize I was torturing myself on this
partlcular day for the sake of this story.
My morning wa~ bad to say the least. A headache
began In my second class, and the rest of the mornIng I walked through In a daze, feeling half-drunk, as
one feels after drinking half a botUe of NyQull.
During the afternoon, I woke up some and became
more alert. The only problem was tJie headache was
still there, and my hands were now shaking. I also
became Irritable and edgy.
.
The day al the DE went by, and I lived. As a sports
writer, I had to report, research, and write the day's
sports nE.ws. The sports page got written, and that Is
when my torture really started.
Being the average college student that I am I
didn't bvther to check the assignment sheet for ~Y
term paper, and procrastinated until the last day to
write my paper. I was supposed lo have a book that
was no longer available.
Thank God for the reserve section In Morris
Library.
The entire night turned stressful. From. the 55

pages I had to read and take notes on, to the pages
footr1otes and bibliography I had to write - It wa~
hell.
Sl!Ung In front of the computer untll 3 a.m., I
craved for caffeine - coffee, Coke or Jolt It didn't
matter. I needed caffeine!
I didn't give In, though. I tough'?d It out, going to
sleep knowing that an Icy, cold Coca-cola awaited
me at McDonalds at 7:45 a.m.
The amount of stress related to t!,e paper, and my
lack of caHelne Intake was amazing. My hands
shook, my eves sagged, my mind buckled and I hated
every minute of It.
In the end, the paper was turned In on lime and I
did a good B.S. job on It, but I would not suggest
anyone put themselves through a day like that, ever.
Drinking gallons of coffee or Coke may rot my
teeth out by the age of 35, put holes In my stomach
glVP. me Alzheimer's disease from the aluminum can~
and shock my nerwus system, but I believe II will
make me a better person In the short run. w

fi~\i~~~~l:Ci~,,. B.e;u~iy:-Hbt Jav~ Harn1s the He~d;.Htfrts. tl~· i:tear(
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

requests for piercers.
Andrea Dunican, an undecided sophomore, has
had two piercings, her eyebrow and belly button.
"At first, I thought getting my eyebrow pierced
wnuld be Interesting, but then It gol old and I got sick
of people asking me If II hurt, so I took it out. I
don·t really show off my belly button so the less
attention It gets, the more I like II."
Genital piercing has also made an Impact for the
strong at heart. Cougar, visiting piercer of
Ladyhawke Ink, said there are several types of genl- ·
tal piercings, some done for the beauty aspect and
others done lo lncrnase sexual pleasure. One such
piercing, the Prince Albert, Is a piercing that goes
inside the uretnra and exists on the underside of the
penis. Cougar said this piercing enhances both
sexes· enjoyment during intercourse.
Another form of adding a design to the body Is
with scarification or branding. Burning designs Into
the skin with a piece or ho, metal used to .be practiced In the U.S. by boys burning football numbers on
their friends shoulders and even fraternity boys hazing with the "kiss of fire." Now the practice has
moved Into the design studios, leaving a more professional and sterile scarred design.
Sprite said whUe some people do find the sensation
of receiving body art enticing, the majority of wearers do It for the pleasure of wearing the art.
So what about the pain factor, doos 11 really hurt?
"It hurt. At first It hurt a lot and r"cltnchedon to
Wallerstedt said no, he got used to It. Dunlcan
said neither cne of her piercings really hurt, but her a friend's hand. After. that, I got used to It and It got
annoying."
;
;'·
butterfly tattoo did hurt.

0
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Whatever the reasons for obtaining art, II has been
bred Into human nature. France Borel, a writer on
the social aspects of tattooing wiole that society is
always trying to change the look of the body through make-up, clothing, muscle tone - all to
make our bodies beautiful. He explained these tendencies - no matter how Innocent - as the aspects
that divide man from beast.
Borel wrote In the·artlcle, "The Decorated Body"
that 'the total nudity offered at birth does not exist in
any region of the worJd. Man puts his stamp on
man. The body Is not a product of nature. but of cul·
lure.'"
One thing Is for sure. Body art ls not new but just
more popular to the "average" person now. Aorig
· said It best when he explained the Increased Interest
In body art.
"J lhlnk there was an Increase for awhile. Now people just get them to say, 'look I got a tattoo!'"
·
No matter 'why?' - cultures around the world, tattooing and piercing has'always been a part of man
and one that I've decided to leave for the rest of society to enjoy.
.
•:
: . · For some reason, I always wanted a psychedelic
. flower smaller• than a dime that no one would ever
know about. Psychedelic anything Is not me, I'm
glad I was too scared to gr.t It. Lately, my friends
have.even macle me consider piercing my belly but~
ton, because "It doesn't hurt and It's sexy!" No
thanks, l'II'stick to Indlvlduallzlng myself through my
clothes and hairstyle, something a lot less painful and
not so permanent. ft
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SlobsFifthGradeCrushesJealousy

PIG STY

Dear Yuculs,
The house I live In now doesn't
have a dishwasher and my roommates aren't exactly the cleanest
people In the world. I do the dishes
once or twice a week, but nobody
see1;1s to hold up their end of the
bargain that we made at the beginning of the semester. Now we have
roaches and fungus living at the bottom of our dirty sink. Any nifty ideas
on how to solve this problem of lazy
roommates and an unsanitary
kitchen?

There are several approaches you Dear I.N.W_,
can take, depending on what kind of
The same type of situation hap- Dear Jealous Jerk:
persona.tty you have and whilt level pened to me when I was a sophoTo be honest, I am wondering why
of confrontation you are comfortable more. I have regretted many times your girlfriend Is not wllllng to talk to
with.
not talking to a person I was Inter- you about a problem that bothers you
1) You can find some aspect of the ested In a few years ago, and unfor- that much. Rule No. 1: When comhousework they are totally obsessed tunately dlcJ riot enlist In the help of munication breaks down In a relawith, If there Is any, and chose not to a few well placed conversation tionship, It's all down hill from there.
do It. When confronted by your starters.
But your girlfriend and her best
roommate, tell them you were planThere ~re always a few cheesy friend have probably b•Jen friends for
ning on putting that chore off until lines that you could use to help creak a long time before you entered the
the dishes have been washed.
the lr.e, and all are guaranteed to picture, and therefore she feels you
2) Make a schedule of who Is to do provoke some type of response:
should not question her relationship
the dishes and on what day. I am not
• Are those Bu:3le Boy Jeans you're with him.
sure how you should approach the
I would try once again to broach
wearing?
reward part of this plan, but maybe a
the subject, but do It In a calm man- What's your sign?
beer after a Job well done wlll do the
ner.
Maybe If you list all your rea- Did you see Elvis In the Faner
sons clearly, she wlll be able to
trick.
building?
3) Fool them Into thinking thilt
Just talk to him, or you wlll regret understand, If not necessarily like,
doing the dishes are fun. Such It, too. If nothing else, you will know your point of view.
remarks as, "Oh my God, scrubbing for sure If he Is Interested also, and
But If this problem bothers you as
the crusted sauce off of this plate
to what degree. Who knows, maybe much as you say It does and the relaInto the moldy sink Is definitely how years f1uill now you could be married tionship reaches a standstill, I would
say It Is time to abandon ship.
I want to spend my Friday nights!"
to him with 2.5 kids.
4) Show them this article and tell
them you wrote the letter.
Confrontation might be the best way
to get through to your
roommates.
INSECURITY IS UNBECOMING
IF YOU LIKE ME, CHECK THE
YES BOX

Dear Yuculs,
My girlfriend and I have bel?n going
out for four months and staying
together whlle al separate schools
Dear Yucuts.
There Is a boy In my class that I seems to be working fairly well. She
Sincerely,
have been wanting to communicate has a best friend that Is a boy and
Dirty Dishes
with sine~ the first week ol classes. swears that she Is not attracted to
The only time I've talked to him are this lad. While visiting her at her
Dear Dirty Dishes:
Ahh, dishes. The favorite chore of during In-class discussions or work- place of studies, I noticed that they
college students around the nation. I shop. I want to ask him on Frldc1ys may feel more for each other than
have only been In your position what his plans for the weekend are, being "Just friends." I've tried to
one~. but once was enough. but I chicken out at the last second. confront her with my feelings for the
Unfortunately, I tried everything, He must know that I want to gel to entire situation, but It always ends up
from leaving the dishes for a week to know him better because we make In an argument. I'm all out of ways
doing the dishes for her right after eye contact all of the time. I wonder of attempting to keep this ship
afloat. Please help.
she dirtied them. A brief warning: If he has a girlfriend?
Some people will not change no matDesperately In need of counseling.
What to do,
ter what you do (my former roomJealous Jerk
In need of words
mate did not, God bless her lazy ass).

NEED
TO
ADVERTISE?

THE
ANSWER'S

Murdale Hair Fashions
Vivatio& Salon
Are

Joining Together To Form One
Great Pl~ce!
529-2868 or 549-1021

IL

Yuculs
c/o Dally Egyptian
Communication Bldg.
Rm. 1247
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901

Yuculs (you' kiss) Is a ftctlllou~ person created by the D.E. staff. Thi,.
column Is for entertainment purposes
only_ 'Sl

CLEAUNCE SALE

1,000s of Pairs Valued up to $125~00 Must go For Only

BLACK
AND

$3900

WHITE!

NIKE, REEBOK, ADIDAS, SAU(:ONY, ASICS, AVIA, & MOREi

IN

ANNOUNCING

Please send your questions and comments to:

•
Call
536-3311

For More Information

SHOES 1 N'
Mon • Fr1 10-8 p.m_
Sat 9-8 ~-m.

sru,,
,...CIC

106 S. Dllnols Ave.

carbondale,

n

Sun. 1 -G p.m. Across from Old Train Depot
1-800 525-3097 or 529-3097

ail

lilllil,'

Iver Get .Somebody Total~ Wasted!
Paris

London
sanJose
Madrid
TokVO

TAI£ THE IEYS.
CAil ACAB TAI£ ASTANO .

~

~
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Photos in critiCt.11 situatlon-s.
Los Angeles· Tlmel!I
The old adage, "If you don't have somethln!, 11\ce
to say, don't say anything at all," Is one ~hat ~as
been followed, to a fault, In CD-ROMs foe-using on
the arts.
Whether dealing with music, the visual arts, literature, film or theater, th~<! CD-ROMs are often so
Pollyannlshly promotional, that they seem to have
been created by oubllc relations experts. This Is not
an unusual situation for a medium In Its early
years- commentator:; on radio and television were
far less likely to be critical In decades i:,ast.
Still, II would be nice If arts CD-ROMs had a bit
more edge to them, and that's why the short "edit·
Ing sessions" on the new photography CD-ROM
"Passage to Vietnam" are so refreshing.
This CD-ROM shows the work of 70 photographers who took pictures throughout Vietnam during a one-week period In the spring of 1994.
Out of 200.000 Images shot by the photogra·
phers. only about 350 were chosen and only 170
were Included In the book version of the project. A
team uf photo editors from leading photography and
news magazines had the unenviable task of making

the tough decisions about
which photographs would be
Included. The "editing section"
of the CD-ROM gives you an
Idea of the process they went
through.
Clicking on that section gives
you a look at five slides that
were under consideration for
the "River Life" segment. All
five look terrific to an amateur,
until hearing the on-screen
commentary from two me'11·
bers of the editing team: ivllchele McNally, the director of photography at Fortune magazine, and Mike
Davis, picture editor at Nat!onal Geographic.
When considering a lyrical sunset shot by photographer Mlchael Freedman, Davis gives a half-hearted thumbs-up to the abstract effect generat£d by the
groupings of the silhouetted figures In boats. "The
quality of light Is OK, not perfect," he says.
McNally, however, pulls no punches. She calls the
use of silhouettes a "cheap shot" and an "easy way
out" for photographers trying for a mysterious

effect.
"I find these kind of pictures offensive," she says.
For these two editors, this kind of evaluating Is
everyday work, but for someone like me who looks
upon photos with a far less critical eye. It was a welcome education. But I'm grateful that when I do sit
down with a book of great photographs, I'll be able
to appreciate them all the more because of the comments of Davis and McNally.
Cyburbla's Internet address Is David.Colker at
latimes.com.

Roundup of the Good, The Bad and The Ugly on Campus Life U.S. A.
WMU Dean Resigns After
Admitting Sex With Student
Kalamazoo. Mich.- Charles Hodge,
dean of the College of Education at
Western Michlglan University, has
resigned after he admitting he had sex
with a male student who was seeking
admission in graduate c;cho?I.
Hodge. however. cor.!emls the student tried to extort money from him
after the two had sex.
The unidentified student first met
Hodge in October when he applied for
admission into the school. The student
and Hodge had lunch and later had sex
In the student's apartment, according
to WMU spokesperson Martin Gagie.
Three davs later. the student filed
charges igainst Hodge, saying the
dean forrPd him to have sex against
his will and promised entrance Into the
program d he didn't resist. Before
those ch;irqes were flied, though,
Hodge and his wife filed charg<'s of
their own against the student, clatmlng
that he had demanded money from the
Hodges to keep quiet about their allegation.

Police say there isn ·1 enough evldenci: to press charges on either allegations.
U of P Campus Police Accused of
Unnecessary Violence.
Phlladelphla· Three members of the
University of Pennssylvanla rampus
police department have been disciplined after getting a little too physlcc)I
with some Philadelphia residents.
Two officers were fired after allegedly beating up two students and two
homeless men, while a third afficer was
suspended for his Involvement In a separate Incident.
Thomas McDade was arr"sted by
Philadelphia police after several wit·
nesses reported seeing him beating
Greg Peifer outside a Phlladelphla bar.
Peifer a Drexel graduate, sustained a
broken jaw and several cuts and bruls·
es. from his encounter with McDade.
Philadelphia police brought charges
against McDade after learning that he
and Antonio Serrano beat up two
homeless men In downtown
Philadelphia.

McDade was charged with two
counts of assault and battery while
Serrano was charged with assault.
McDade and Serrano were both fired.
Penn officials also suspended Fred
Rlcelll after learning he hit Todd
Weitzman-also a Drexel alum- with a
flashlight outside a restaurant..
"Obviously, unnecessary violence is
something the campus pllce depart·
ment Is vehemently against." said
C~nrqe Cllsby, Penn•s campus police
chief. "We won't tolerate thls behavior
from ?Empie on the force."
NIU Protest Costs StuJent Newspaper
Less Than $50
An attempt by some minority students to pull funds from the newspaper
at Northern Illinois University has cost
the publlcatlon less than $50.
In October, a group of NIU minority
students who were upset over the
Northern Star's lack of coverage of
minority issues went into the school's
cashier's office and demanded the
refund of a portion of their student
fees.
Darryl Jones, one of the protesting

students, said the action was over the
paper's "focus on one side of the
issue."
Although he maintained there were
racial and social Issues that needed to
be addressed, Jones said, the protest
was simply matter of economics.
"Contributing to the paper makes us
consumers," he said. "As a consumer,
I'm not satisfied with the product and I
want my money back."
NIU students subsidize the paper by
paying six cents per credit hour for the
publication. So far. 70 students have
requested their money back. bringing
the total to $49.62.
Despite the refund requests. Leslie
Rogers, the editor of the Star, says she
has rlkeived strong support from many
of her classmates.
"When I'm walking to class, people
say 'Hey your doing a good Job,"
Rogers said.
"We have more minority coverage
and stories In the Northern Star and
we're making a direct effort to see if
w~ n1::;,,d to do something." tf.

The Daily E8Jptian would _like lo
announce lhe 1995 IIoliday Guide
~ :The best medium• for reaching
students, professors, &faculty
(No one is even dose)

Daily Egyptiall

NEWS

Veterans

Crews said if the stalemate
between Clinton and Congress is
not fixed by December, tl1e rest
of SIUC's veterans will be
affected by next month's GI

ro11ti1111cd from page 1
200 did nol send U1eir GI Bill
certifications in before the government shutdown and will not
receive U1is month's check until
U1e government opens up again.

Bill.
Curtis Paul, a senior in ornamental horticulture from Alton
and a veteran, said although be

t-naay, Novemoer 11, 1,::,:,

(7

does not believe the government · ·
shutdown will last long, he is
still upset about iL
"I didn't do four years in the·
military to have to borrow
money from my parents," Paul
said. ul held my part of the bargain. l just assumed they would
bold up theirs."

Big Sister

o,,,,,le'6~

contimmi from page 3
the volunteers take their d1ild to do,
they have to pay for Utcmsclves.
She said the program is always
lot,king for affordable group outiur?s.
"We tr)' to encourage the voluntccrs to keep U1e activities simple
;ind ~-pend as little money as possi1;1c:· she said. "It· s c.'Lc;y to spend
monev on kids.""
Sh,iw said the pmgram basically
rt:L"Civcs financial support from the
community and local bm;inc.=.
Draper said Jc.c;sica"s family has
told her thev can sec a difference in
Jcs.~ica·s altitude.
"Her gram!mothcr told me that
Jcssirn lut, more of a JXl.<;itive selfimage in h-..n.cJf," she said. "In a hig
family with a husy parent, a child
ncc(L\ to feel special. KiQ.\ arc what
is imponant in life.""

Ladies, Ladies and More Ladies

Dancing Lady Review
Mon- Sat
8:00pm-2:00am

$1.50 Speedrails $1 Drafts
27
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CORRECTION:
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Thursday & Friday,
December 7 & 8, 1 995
SIUC Student Center Ballrooms

Enjoy a festive evening of holiday music and
cuisine from south of i:he border

apoJ!:!,9i~~~~io.,;.ah
incorhfeid-fuat
rrn
1

fnxl.l.1d.:1

Oues.o f(neese ~~cu1ts} • Corn Saiad
Qe- P._,p._1 fPor._:uo S,._"\~) • !O!"T,r!.?IS
~f~
~

Tu,,cy Breast wrn C.ng~" 5"!;.,

Br~V•i.af"'1 Gir::""ef1'i. • Fned P!ant~r.

01ri-umasCool•es
Cof'ee/lced Te..'IIVl.-!c<~

B,:

Children SI O , .
SIUC Students S 12.50

General Public S 15
T,c~e'!: ResL"'fVat,ons ava,l.]bfe at the
(R)

Sru<lern Centc, Cer:tral T<:<e! 0.ke

(RJ

c-, cal!

/t A

89 IM1DA lt'X-6 GT Turi,,;, 5-,pd,
blue, Alpine cou, ell
$3200,
call 529-0Al4.
86 BMW moko 325, red, 2 dr w/ a/c

"°"""''

12

m1r;;:a:;::;;;;;;::.i:i:.:,ii:;.:~}9;;;;'.~i.i:;;;;::;.:..;:;;:.;;g;;.J;;i~l ~ ~ ; ; ;

halch,

'

AMERICAN

•

PRESiomiT
a.,...,..,c,.- •

JIM CARREY
NEW ANIMALS.
NEW ADVENTURES.
SAME HAIR.

ACE VENTUDI '

f!'/.i'4 NATURE(~'!\-....
~ ~-.:=@
!PG-13! ,,.,. ~
Now showing on two screens!

DAILY 4:15 5:30 6:45 7:45 9:00 9:50
SAT. & SUN. l\.iiAT 1:00 2:00 3:15

lires, runs good, $3990/oba,

/6181 453-3493

Li'k.

1989 TOYOTA CNAAY lE V6, A dr.

auto, a/c. high mi, $3750 neg. Coll
529·7919.
198-4 HONDA CIVIC. 2 dr hold,, 5

;;,;;,=;•·-,"
CARSFOJt $1001

351.1599,

L:07~~l:'.~

--,------'-,---,-86 NISSAN 200 SX red, good sh:<oo,

FSl)RS1·~5A13~your.S-area95011V.1W
••
Coll -..vv...,..., Eid. 1

m-!2~ giea!, $2950,

OM£.~'
' .

f OR TH£

..IJ,oLioi
AVis
Tr
!ttt,

..

H;~~r~~~1ER

ROBERT DOWNEY, JR
ANNE BANCROFT .
•~~~
~

DAILY 4:45 7:30 9:45 SAT & SUN MAT 2:15

Ca,,-,o:..ru j8r.-,1d Pudon<JI

. ou1o /
92H),unc!a•Excef 20
c, 3..!r
exc ~
~~ ~,:j.
cva~. $5,500, Andros. 529-3228

MICHAELDOUGLAS ANNETTE BENING
·.
.THE §!I

KHENANY,

Pcnt.."(1tiOS de

~~~~93~{~n~"· ps, pb,

Daily.
4:30 7:00 9:30
SAT&SUN
MAT.1:45

playing holiday songs from South and
Central America and the Carribean.
Using various instruments created from wood.
bamboo. clay and even armadillo, they produce
upbeat rhythms that hold audiences spellbound.

The correct ad Is on page 10.

0 ..,..

3.50···

AIIShaws

featuring

to}J..Tlf_,
e_t T{()
~'kA_ ,J1o_ P.
.Th
W~ are_ .. -~any
1n~_en·ee.

92 DODGE STEALTH ES blod<, great

5

!:!efa1:es;;m

HOW TO MAKE AN

AMERICAN QUILT.
!PG-13!
DAILY 4:30 7:00 9:30 SAT & SUN MAI 1: 5
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fEMAlE SUBLEASER NEEDED AS/IP lo C'DAl.f_NEAR,HOSPITAL. I bdrm,
rive wirli 3 Olher !emcles ln, Ganlen nicelt furn. heo!/walet paid, i:,orl:ing, .
Park.$195/mo incl walet&lrdi. Call nopm,avai!Dec],519-8160.
Eri~ct3Sl-198A.
3 llDRM INO.UDES wcler, trash,
& chb!i,_ 910W:Sycotnore, SJOO/mo
.. dep, avoil naw, AST-6193.
1!.1AIR HOUSE AffOROABLE living.
BRAND NEW 2 BDRM ind d/w,
Fvm efficiencies w/luU
laundtcmc!. a/c. bdnnvnfum,
beau~lul area, fishing & $wimmin9
cvcU, 11'.usl renl immed, 549-520.d.
SUSlEASE SPRING SEMESTER.. nice,
LOOK AT THIS! 5h11 avail Nice, new 2 bdrm, ofc. fum. miaawove, 3
bib lo SIU, $470/mo, 457-5667.
i!,,,,~16 s
529·358 l er 529· 1820.
lllPACIOUS FURN STUDIO
APTS ·with· targo living area,
NICI HIWIR I BDRM, 509.
separale utchen cine! full_bal'1. a/c.
S. WaU, 313 E.
fumi.hed;
laundry locilities; lree :parling,
~t,o/c. l or 2
e,.riopets,
quiel, coble available, dose to
5
3581.
C0!."f'US, mgmt o-; premises. Una,!,,
Villog& Apb, S. 51 S. of l!easant
HiD I&!. 54r-699Q, ·
C'DAl.f FURN EFFIOENCY 1 bloc!:
from carnpu,, AlO W. Freeman, avail OHi IIDUI APTS fum, ale. w/d,
Jon 1, $195/mo, 687-.4577 days.
COUNTRY SUBLET, 2 bdrm, avcil Jan, =d.e$4~~~~~2iewly
pclS OK, luD bath, dean, $350/mo. lfflDIO a 1mc APTS, lum, 11ear
351-0943 leove message; "53·5325. SIU, dean, well maintained, laundry.
ROOMIMTE TO SU&EASE. Meodaw ,tort $195, Spring. 457-4422.
Ridge, big room w/ both. dean, $246/ lloaalo Owoa Preperty Mgmt.
mo, low util, ale. w/d, 351-1615Jell. 816 E. Main, houses, apartment,
roammat,, service, 5'29·2054.

r2: ·I6iE:5.::JI
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INFOOUEST - New end U...d Sy>lems
PC Ren"11., Softwo,.,, HUGE SBS. We
Do Re,;,ain and Upgmdesl 5"9·3.d l 4.
o, tho Strip, 606 S. llli,.,;.
COMPONENT LEVEL MONITOR
REPAIRS-HP, IBM, Pana,onic Laser

SIU, 457 .4587.
-2""'BORM-::-,-,-MOBI--LE-HOME,-,----,-,...,.,,blea,.,---o,-for
spring/,ummer, w/d hookup, $2!,(J/
mo (wot,,, ind), 5"9-.dOBS.
fEMALE NEfDED 1o s.han, brond new 2
bdnn, 2 bal!, apt,~ lo SIU,
$195/mo .. ~ util, 351-1749.

r!n~"':'~?ra;; eiq,erience

~~~~~~✓-fl:=

BEST VALUE IN HOUSING

room. col 529-2615 Aslc lo, Marie.

3 Bedroom cpl on Poplar St
2 Bedroom largo House Close lo

~""""~~,
I-'"'·,i ' · z=- · ~- · .

Sporting Goo_~ stJalfASER NEEDED for effic apt.
female preferred, $190/mo ind waler
RAPPEW"-'G GEM, CARBONDAlf. & trash • low uh1. coU 529-7642.

military dothin~ •. boclcpccL._ boots, VERY NICE. QUIET 1 bdrm opt, behind
,nort,alons.&dM,,ggec,,-,oflmslock, Murdalo, Waodriver Or, $300/
Rt. 13 E<lll,
mo+dep.nog.avoo •~/95,351-0641.

t1Jo~Surplus,

[::§~ ;!?~ ::JI :.t~:°~~t':s~~2i6t"'
m;;:;;:;:;.;;;;;:;;:,;;::::;a;;;;;.:;;:::;;;:;;;;.;;:;;~j l DOG I cot ol:, 2 bdnn hou.o, fenced
1

SfASON FIREWOOD

5

spl,t, delNe<Cd,

Corbondcle aroo, S.45 per pick-up,
549-7743

JACOB'S TRUCXJNG,
S l 25 ,,-iol, 15 tons driveway
rod. l,mited ddivery °"'°• quality
landscape mulch/lop so~. q-,ontity
loads. 687-J< 7 8 or

~;1.;;\?

~---------'!

1
~ ~=:t~:o"•
Campus
Ind w/d. d/w,
Square.

a.,dnowcorpel, hondia,pped
ocres,ble. 549-0278.
AMBASSADOR HAU. SUBLEASER
needed, Spring semesler, large
oingle mom, Caff 529-0635.
2 FEM GRAD SlUDENTS loohng fot

!~,, ;:'j~'\,=~9;'"·

NEED FEMALE FOR Spring Sem. n;ce
Lewi, Porl cpl, social area, $22250/
mo+ 1/3 util. 351-1592
$185/mo. dose le SIU. 549-2831
FOREST HAU • FREE SUMMER SU&fASER NEEDED, Dec 15, dose to
820 W Freeman. w/a Spring/Fell SIU and strip, ~170/mo + one fift!, util,
lea,., ,,ngle paymenl !nowl. 457-5631 cnk fot K,lly 5-49-8108

~-Pt~~!'.\~";\d.'s;1a~•

Sc\llllnl. Properfy
an gement
sinai19n

Open 9 ·

s. Mon - Sat

Pri<es""1to1$2.d0por:nonth

I Bedroom~ MiO Slreet
Sin~~~~~es
Roommates Wonted
Most have been City I n ~
24 Hr Emergency Scr,ice
Some Utilities are included

529-2954
MURPHYSBORO 1 BOAAI APT $200
2 Bdrm Ap! S250. Nia,. Good loco·
hOn. Avo~cble ir=ed. 549-3850.
MURPHYSBORO DOWNTOWN
All now and nice, one bdrm, S-!00
mo, ell u1,1 paid. 687-1212.

CAATERVII.LE:NEW 3 BC.RM ox• · NEWLY REMODELED, 3 bdr;ns, Ill
29~;t'hv.-e11 C'dale, $650/mo.

::.!fd•!;j:!•f ~~i::/ ~~".'
~fer bolh, 2 car_gorage,
fumi 1 BDRM HOUSE, dean, quid,· ~
n~,lgla!.$950/mo.l.ooic SIU ~remodeled
greet

_cplian pcmible. 985-_6998/54?•3973.

RJOEBJCYClETOSIU, 1007N. Bridge,
2 bclrin, $325, =1oble now, cute,
mustsee,hurry,549-3850;
OJTE. '007:i llKE
'2 bdrm, quiet
area_,• IQ. yord, peh ok, $-400
tst~la>1+<1eposi1687-2475.
ONf YEAR OLD, 2 bdrm,, washer/

new,

2 BDRM. VERY NICE oond. o/c, w/d
ind, 605 Emti;ote, $-400/mo, caR
812·.d.42-6002, & loove message.
BRAND NEW NEAR Ceder Croelc Rd.
2 bedroom, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
opplionc:es, c;e;!;J funs, oir,
$uiet area, avai able Jon I, 1996,
525, 529·.4644.
GIANT OTY RD, 2 bdrm duplex. deck,

~~:~:=-~~~-~

Pets! 549-9247 or 453-6m.

1c::.:E==::JI

HOUSE FOR RfNT 409 N Oolcland, .d
bdnns, 2 baths, unfum, no pets. ovail
NICE. a.EAN, SAFE, l-2 bdrm,. w/d ~ . I Yem conlrod. 457-6767.
ho:,lrop, cpi,I, o/c, leoso, no pet>. Grad
s.!udenb pi-elen-ed, 985-6800
Renting 2,3,4 bd=
Woll: to SIU. Fvm/unfum,"" pelL
STVOK), deon. dose to oompu,.
,
Heor1!andPrnpetlies
corpe!ed, furn,$230, no pel> 529·
549-480:: (10•10pm}

lioat · /d
~ ~tt o.,t15'.
$-475, 70.d N. Almond, 457·.!210.

cnrport, fena,d

•.;:; .;-·

.::;;:;-~•.;Z:iE~.....
~e.:5,Ees~_:;:;:::iiilm

SIJPER·NlCE SINGLES & Dowles,
loeci.,d 1 mi from SIU, a,rpeting,

5 BORM HOUSE, 600 S. Washington,
wiA lo SIU, $550/mo • deposit,

t'j1~t~,:,~ now.

o/c, 901 furnace, well-maintained,
rea,onoble rotes. Now leasi';F, for

833•5475.
lWO MllfS EAST-C'dole, verydeon &
quiel, 2 bdrm, nctural gos heat,
NO PETS! Call 529-3529/5.t9-3043.
mo. ind wa!et,sower, and trash pic:bp, RIDI THI BUS TO Canoadalo
coD867-2346olter'S.
Mohllo H-oa. Hl9bway 51

avail rcw, A.57-6193.

=~~.\J~~

2 BDRM. I bath1olh:,,y !g rooms, iull

:"ir

North. 549-:1000.

LUXURY NIAR CAMPUS
(403 5outl, Jomes], 2 lxlnn w/af-

CRAB ORCHARD ESTAlES. 1 Bdrm.

~::11

IARGE 2 BDRM, c/

rnl

i~~~id~J~'!,~~
'""~~plexe~,.~

•poof~~ ...,_T/ri,

tira 68~·2019 al;;~mo: Call

NIWU.CMAU. 2 BDRM, Soutn·
west C'c!olo; w/d, polio, call,edral
ceilings, nice loi single, couple, or
roo<tlmo1es. $385/mo. 529·5881.

1cr+s:.::11
1r -

EXTREMELY N'.CE, J JlDRM, 2 bo1!,

heme large 90'<>se, '--L. yctd w/

~,'s1oo.=~-~~~ 1

fico space, or 3 bdrm, fum hou.o,
carpeted, w/d, large pon:l,,,s, ""

dose!, ceitmg Ion, NO PETS!, $.450,
coU 457·8l9.d or 529·2013 Chris B.

1o

$US/mo, 549-1903'. -r nia,.

pcb,

Call 684•4145

2 BDRM TRAILER, 1 block from

:::11~::; tt/~,;9~'af."'·
NIW HA RD secluded, yet dose lo
town, ava,1 now, 2 bdrm n,mad~.

~l9~~.;..i'.!9~e.

no~: s:r.g4.9l

NICE 2 BDRM, 1u
/ smo1J
quiet pa,lc ,
~
457~~-06=09"-'
'
c.
~
1
l!ridge, 2 bdrm. infer =lied couple STlU A COUPLE LEFT ct these low·
orgrod student, $325/mo, ref and dep prices. 2 Bdrm,. $165. Furnished.
req, 217-968-7388.
Carpet. Air. Clean parl Avctl now!
2 BDRM, REMODELED. clo,e ta 1-S.d_9_-3_a50_._ _ _ _ __

$250. Appliances. Corpe!. Guiel locotion. Avotl Now. Hurry. 549-3850.
PARTIAUY FURN HOUSE 612 N.

r:::x:.:~ilro=~.~~- fireplace, ~~ ~.~a.'.:J'ra~: t!.~~
NODOGSI Avail 12/15, 457-1162.

fridge. No Pols. $250mo. 549-2401

SUGARTREE
COUNTRY CLUB CIRCLE
1195 EAST WALNUT
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 529-4511 529-4611
549-6610 684-5 75

I

3815.

UNFURNISHED, 2 bdrm cpl. Gi~nt Gty
peb OK, $32.4 mo + dep,
549·8222
NiCE 2 BDRM opt, ready Jan l 5, do,e
lo compus,quiof locmion, many""""'·
no pels, 457-5700
I bdrm o,oJ immed near SIU laundry-

ore:,,

0

unfum,

""

w~.,~'. t::!~:

ENJOY AN
H
j Comb,io.
~
1 Good locarion. $400. 5.49-3850.
•--

$'225/mo'. / 1. USS. Graham, Apt 5 2
I BDRM, Newly Remodcled,

fl"'>,
m-6786 bciwoen 12'30- 4' 30 pm.
-BEAUTIFUL 2 BDRM in C'c!ole
Historical Dist, carport, huge living
carpet, a/c.

NICE. Cl.EAN, neat, 2 bdrm, w/d, 2
car garoge, yard, hordwood floors,
529-3581, or 529-1820.

;'.7·!:f.!:~~";i9:~s\'
Bl IN FOR TH! HOUDAYS
TRAIL'S END Brond new 'luxury
Apor1men1s • Townhou-." Ouiof

~=i~,t;:~f
~~~.:1~
OrProfessicnol.
Retired
Century 21,
House of Realty Inc. 985-3717.

unfurn, water paid, S375/mo.

~

2.11/4mileseastonParkSL3
pe<!ple, need 1 more, all util
mcl,$150/mo~Gtll
529-3513 or 549-6906.

Rochman Rentals

Must lake rouse dale .n'ailable or
don'tcall.l\':o&ct>plions

529-3513

COME fN AND SEE WHY OUR
APARTMENTS ARE DISAPPEARING

SPECIAL SALE!
TO-MOS
CYCLES & MOPEDS
SPRINT - $799
SPRINT-LTD $849
TARGA - $999

obble up the Deal

TAX. FRT. & SETUP PAID

at
·
Lewis
Park!
• Pool
• Small Pets Allowed
5145.~"'4
60'71 W. Main lJ

410 W. Oak •4W
507 W. Maln •2
410 1/2 E. u .. eo-r

kh\M:m)doreJ$1

&04 S. A.ah

#3

eon.a•

300 E..
400 W. Oak

•E...-W

503 S. Unlv...-.tty

4 1 o Ch•rrv Cbu~

703 S. llllnol• •202

w.

61 t
Kanlcoet.
507 l W. Main D

300 E. College

300 W. MUI •2. •3
4045.~•N

1Be01t
§ell~<e1tfoi1m

fu '1row1m

• Tennis
• Weight Room
• Laundry Room
• Patio

• Dishwasher

• Minutes to Campus
• Flexible lease terms
• furnished or
• Unfurnished

Leasing 1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms
call today about our speci~s!
800 E. Grand • 457 ·• 0446

0-~_i·,

~-~~~
i~.r,.

~,-

.

COLIBRI
JUST $1099
MI\NY DELUXE FEATURES
IAX. FRL & SHUP PAID

TARGA-LX
JUST $1149
TAX. fRT.& SETUP PAID
A BIKE FOR THE RIDER
THAT WANTS THE BEST

Bringthis ad in and get·an extra

$100.00 discount
One per customer. Off~ good.only
until Dec.-15 on bikes in stock

SPEEDE SERVICE
#J·SPEEOE DRIVE • PHONE 549-_6144

11 !lHHII UIIHlllllllHI HI IHH Hi

WANTEOIII lncliwidual,, Student

• Organimions b l'romofe Sl'Rll-G

IIREAK Earn~ and FREE TRIPS
CAll.1NT£R<Mll'IJS m:>GRAMS

h!tp-.//WW#icpl.a,,n
l•B00-317-6013.

6JfteGentfemenof

.Afpfta &,au Omega
would like to congratulate

~dff q\{_wris Ar~
lavafuwed to
fK.ax: < J ) ~ ATQ
BUY • SW• TRADE • APl'RAISE
BASEBALL CARDS

OlD • NEW· SPECIAi.TY ITEMS
HUGE srucTION • BEST PRlCES
$$ INS7ANTCASH $$
WANTIDTOBUT
GOlO • sn.VER • lllM\ONOS •

C0JIIS

JEWElRY • OlD TOYS· WATCHES
ANYTHING OP VALUIII
J&JCOINS
821 S. UAVE-457-6831.

6lfte Gentfuman. of

Alpha Tau Omega

would like 1:o 1:hank

-~eaa11- G a ~ ·
.

·

LK.

..

for a great: year as
A T.Q 8"'eetfi.ecwt

The Gentleman of
Alpha Tau Omega
would like to announce

Michelle Scott
6.r.6.
as being elected
our Sweetheart

Reporter
Daytime time block.
• Knowledge of journalistic writing style
preferred; strong spelling, grammar skills
required.

•

Copy Editor
SALIS RIQPTIONIST

~ you Q ""'""'' public; reloiion,
~ with a na smile who enjoyl
meeting ,_ people, Aro you

;z:::i~'t:ii.e

'lool,inglo,~polonlial
'inte<esled in a

gc,,,d tolary, bon.t.,

<x>mmiuionf

We train for exallena.i
6ecome a part o/ ou, fa,r paced,
~ buiy..,.;ronmen11

Sencf rewme lo

Hvtrl/ayat••

626 E Walnut St , Corbondale

AITTNTION STUCcNTSI Earn otra
cash 11ulfing .....lope. at 1-.amo. All
material, rravidtd. Send SASE lo
~l'r-agrom. 127.SSM.irlen
~•
. KS, 66062. Stott
~ ~ b e i n g occ9J)lod

~~==-"'lr.~·t:u
529-22.AI.

Late afternoon-evening work schedule.
Must be detail-oriented and able to work
qukkly and efficiently under deadline
pressure.
• Strong knowledge of spelling, grammar and
word usage required. Knowledge of publication
design helpful.
• Knowledge ofQunrk Xpress desktop publishing
software ·preferred.
•
•

Circulntion Drivers
• Hours: 2 a.m. • 6 a.m.
• Good driving record a must.

All ap11licanta must have an ACT/FFS on file.
All majors are enoauraged to apply for all positions.
The Daily Egyptian Is an Equal OpP9rtunity Employer.

1/i
6RJtpt. t¾«t

~~'le·

1Hcvu«e '7'(40(a,_
fodteS~
&ttie~S1Hit4
(3a,v:M7~

Pick up your application at tho Daily Egyptian
Reception Desk, Communications Bldg., Rm. 1259. Monday ·
through Friday, 8 A.M.. -t:30 P.J.t. 636-3311
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Frid~ay, November 17, 1995@
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SINGLE SLICES

by Bill Watterson
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CORRECTION:

~.,,,-~

The Daily Egyptian ran an incorrect ad for
Domino's Pizza. The ad should have been:
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MEAL DEAL #l $7 99
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1
112"
One T9pping • 2 Drinks

I
I

•

1 TWISty Bread
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We apologize for any inconvenience.
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NEED TO ADVERTISE?

THE ANSWER'S IN
BLACK AND WHITE!

DaiJy.EgjptiaiJ·
Call 536-3311
MIXED MEDIA

For More Information

by Jack Ohman
11/11
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BABA
SHOP

. !Vil/I New & Used Splritwl Broks- Irons• Jl!\velry .• 1lih1l Crafts· Dc\'Olm1l lte1m
Cooperam-e~-Origin.il l.ocl!Art-.Vlllbge Ckith!ngard Houscwan:s
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Located on Ille Mwnd.\ Do.udmlk ~ 1,1.wnd.1, IL-618-549-9733
Shop Hours: \\'tdned.ay • Sunday ll·S

•
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Giant may see colossal contract
Newsday
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ.Many nfthe New York Giants' 12
unrc..wicted free agen~-to-hc lc.ve
su{-cessor< in place and/or are too
old. too costly or too ineffective to
hc worth retaining. Comerback
Phillippi Sparks is none of the
ahove. He has been a bright spot
in a dismal season. and soon might
find himself lhe subject of a bidding war.
Sparks admiL'I that as much a.'\
he tries not to think about it, free
agency looms in the b.1ck of his
mind. And a~ much a~ he Jnderstands General Manager George
Ycung·s reluctance to negotiate
durin~ the SC.1.W'I for fear of creating' clubhouse jealousies, he
.::m·t help noticing the approach
of "'!h,;r teams. He notc<l the gener.-ius new d~1I Dallas Cowboys
mmerll.1ck Kevin Smith got just
before th,; opener against the
Gi:mL<;--in which he wa~ injured
and lost for the season.
Kl sec things like that hapr,ening, then you wonder, why aren't
things like that happening hcrcT"
said Sparks, 26. a fourth-year pro.
"But it's not my ;~h to wonder.
It's nN my job to giipe and moan.
My job is to play. and be ready
whenever Ibey come and make an
offer."
TI1e la~t thing Sparks wants is
to tarnish a reputation be has
worked hard to enhance. He

Salukis
ron tim,cd from page 20
a., a tc.~m because or all the new
faces:· he said. "I think lhe preseam1 will actually hc good for the
team thi., year because of all the

missed signiflCIJlt time because of
injuries each of the past two seasons, and is proud to have
rcmainc<l healtl1y. Sparks; a religious man, also missed significant
time away from his family and his
foolb:111 studies because he wa..
busy socializing, but claims 10
have settled down. "I do more
studying than I've ever done," he
:~~;~hat ~elps a tremendous
Sparks often covers the opposing team's best receiver, haS a
career-high four interceptions and
leads the team with 50 solo laeklc.<1. It is his defense again.'11 lhe run
that ha.'> particularly impressed
coaches. "He's making plays in
the passing game, which everyone
secs," defensive coordinator Mike
Nolan said. "What ha.~ gone unnoticed a little bit i~ that he's done a
pretty damn good job against the
run. When you ·rind a guy who
does both, that'~ preuy good. By way of contrast. Nolan provided some bulletin-bo.w matcri.li for the Cowboys' locker mom
for the teams' Dec. 17 meeting: "I
mean. Delon (Sanders) is a
tremendous rover £UY and gets a
lot of notoriety for what he does
well, but the other area is pretty
slim. I don'.t know what grade
you'd give out, but that wouldn't
be a very good grade. . . . I was
watching the film the other day
and I was thinking, 'Golly, that's
an injustice to pay a guy so much
new faces."
Hawkins also said the team's
main weaknes.~ may also be its
strongest poinL
MWe have so many new faces
that it may be our strong point,
also," be said. 1be fact that we cm
put 11 different guys on the floor
helps 11,; a lot-

money to be one-dimensfonat:• ;'
But that's the way it is." (In fairness, Nolan did call Sanders ..

"quite an·~i

· · '- "

S 1-mks said be has no problem
1
with Sanders arid;oihers gettini::. L:'--..-..,:;..;...;.;~!.-.;;..;,x..i..11.;..,~1w,1~~~~~.::...;;...;;;,;;-i:~
alli:ntion. "I used to 'Norry about:;
my image; whafpcopte·thougli('
about me, iny reputation," he·said.· :
"Now all l_carc about i.~ _my'char!R:,......
actcr and what !and _of young
I run." Still, he admittc<l his goal is ;
the
Bo\vt; iomethlng
won't happcn:unti[. licfbccollleS·:,.:
more well.known.
a· good
path." he said~-;r just need to kccP,_';:
my prioriUes straight and keep :,·
focused and don't worry about the., ..
distractions,"
. •, :;, ;.'.;' C
The biggest potential distraction .
is f'rcc agency. Some have guessed··;.
Sparlcs would prefer :iwannercli~
male. He was an All-America basketball player in high school in
Phoenix and played football at
Ari1.0na State, rising to the
round of the 1992 drafL But he
said the Giants have trcalCd him
well, and if the organization
makes a bid to keep him, Sparks
will listen closely.
Wide receiver Mike Sherrard
limped off the field with a
sprainc<l right knee and is listc<l as
questionable for Sunday's game
against the Eagles. Coach Dan
Individually
Reeves said the knee bas bothered
Sherranl for the past two weeks.
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Has Moved to
the Makanda Boardwalk with
Southern Sisters

Personal Wedding -Rings
designed for your special relationship

r-------,
J~$4.9
I

H~lrcut:

:

1

w/ coupon unti

I ~
-

Dec:...1.:."17 I
11
Aeo,..

IIGreat Clips for hairl-,.

Salukis
amtinued from page 20
Mlr"s something that we're
going to unfortunately struggle
with all year," she said. MNikki's
going to shoot fre.c throws well
for us. ~o she's got to shoot well
for os. Kasia·s going to be shootmg a lot of them."
Scou also said her squad needs

to adjust to playing a half-court
offen.,;e.
"We get out of our (offense)
much too quickly," she said. "We
play so much full-court. one-ononc. go-with-it. that it's hard for
them to become a half-court te.,m
and we're asking them to do
that."
The Salukis :ravel to face
Middle Tennes.-.ee State in their
season opener on Nov. 26

JokN A. LOGAN ColltGE
PmfoRMiNG ARTS SmiES
lOrlt ANNi~R54RY pRESENTS

Friday, November 17-7:30 p.m.
F.,/!/orr Product1oru, Inc

BAd Boys ZydEco
CQJutt

529-2341

Please call for an appointment

II r.,-'I•_m_•_l_••-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•~-•-~-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•_:-_•-•-•-•-•-•--"
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Looking for a UNIQUE

CiHiiSTMlS

PiiEIENW

• See my new designs
using silver and gold
• 24• and 30• Sterling Chains
• Mineral Specimens
• Crystals

LINDELL W. STURGIS
MEMORIAL PUBLIC SERVICE
AWARD
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
Estahlished in 1979. the Lindell W. Scurgis Memorial Puhlii:
Service Awanl is prescnled hy the SIU Boan! of Trustees to an
SIUC employee to recognize pahlic service effortscontrihu1i11ns to the 1:ommunity. area. state or nation-ba~~"tl
upon activities unrclaccd to his/her job rcspons\!'ililies.

Deadline for nominations: December 20, 1995

Please direct nominations 10:
Mr. Jack R. Dyer
Committee Chair
University Relations
913 S. Oakland
For mnrr i11fomwtio11. please rn/1./53-5306.

nu..uir at rtr fm~s:.'

Tickets $7:00 General Admission; $3.00 Students
John A. Logan College O'Neil Auditorium - Carterville. Illinois
For Information or tkkeu, call the AL1hilles Office 1·800-351-4720,
549-7JJS, 985-J74 I, Cllknslon 287, or TTY 9!5-2752.

~fastcrcml/VL'lA acccptrd.
/'artiall undtd I, th, 1/linol, Arts Coundl. a Slnt, a,c,n , in•

~~~~~.. . ,~~----.. .,.~-----------=--=--

orl eo tJ,~ arts.
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t§t~ (:()~'is expr:ess
~>clerailed·Jn ·Arena
.By Melanie Gray

Saluki Basketball

Daily Eg,,ptian Reporter

game

SIUCs up-tempo
derailed
the St Louis Lady Express as the
. Salukis defeated~ ExJlTCSl! 75-«J
at the SIU Are!lll Tuesday night
. The Silluki offense dominated
the first half of play, outscoring St
Louis37-23. SIUCwentonan 181 run while the Express went ().
for-10 from the field, with their
first field goal coming almost
seven minutes into the game.
Nikki Gilmore, who scored 21
points in the contest, including
eight in the first half, said the
squad's loss Sunday and past
games against the Exprr.:...; provided SIUC with the motivation to
win.
"When you know people, you
arc very motivated to beat them."
she said. "We were very motivated
to beat them. They were doing a
lot of trash talking on the coun.
We blocked it out and we just
played the game."
The Salukis ran a fast-paced
offense and scored more inside
than they had against Uralmash in
their first e.utlbition game. Theia
Hudson, Christel Jefferson. Branda
Anderson 1111d 1iffany Spencer all
contributed from the inside.
"We ran the ball very well,"
Gilmore said. "I think th:u's going
to be our biggest positive note as a
team. We're very quick, and as
you saw.our big kids can run the
Micmtl DeSistl- The D.lily Egypt~n
floor very well, too."
Sal11ki guard Nikki Gilmore (11) cruises all alone to the hoop en route to two of her 21 points
Saluld head coach Cindy Scott
Wednesday night at SIU Arena. The Salukis defeated the St. Louis Express in an exllibition said her squad's quickness Cllllbled
SIUC to talce control of the game
contest 75-66.

Stats
- SIUC 105 SL louis Express 74 -

November 15, 1995 at SIU Arena.

Clirbonclalo

EGM£1A

fllXII

1-3

ChaY0Ulll
JelfeBOO

2-5

Hudson
Gilmont
McClendon

'3-7
S-10

EIM:fIA IE
2-2

4

4-7
3-7

8
9

11-12

7-12
2-6

4-9
0-0
0-0

Holscher

1-3
0-3
0-3

21
18
4
2
0

0-1

0

Anderson

4-5

1·2

9

Spencer

Hashelder
Prcdor

().1

FG=OA•FloldGcaMalo/Allecrpod.
fTU-FTA • F-TlwoM Mado/Al!err'l)lod.
TP•TOllll'oou
Sourt,rWom«(1Spc,lllnlcnnollcn

e:irlyon.
"We're so quick," she said.
"When we can get it out and go
with it. it's hard for anybody really to transition with us."
St Louis shot 7-of-12 from the
field to pull themselves back in the
game at the start the second half.
Kasia McClendon, who scored
18 points for sruc said a decrease
in intensity caused the squad's
slow start
The Express managed 10 cut the
Snluki lead to six ,S8-S2, but
Gilmore 1111d McClendon hit key
free throws down the stretch to
ensure an SIUC victory.
Scon said she is still looking for
improvement from her players at
the free-throw line.

see SALUKIS, page 11
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Sal ukis add new faces,
fresh look to '95 squad
By Chad Anderson
Daily Egyptian Reporter

A new look and a fre.~h perspective.
New shoes. a new haircut and two new
player additions 10 the Saluki basketball
team are a few of the changes the squad
has made since their exhibition loss 10
Croatia Nov. 10.
The team acquired its new shce.• for
Ibis season (Reeboks); senior Brian Laur
i~ spotting a new look with a fresh haircut am! a shave that is not so fresh; and
two football players, junior Damon Jones
and freshman Stephen Geralds,joined the
squad this week after the end of the gridiron season.
The lJawgs dropped their first exhibition game of the season in a he:utbrcaking
67-66 loss, but are hoping to rebound
against Athletes in Action Nov. 26 in SIU
Arellll at I :3S p.m.
"We're the only school to play them
that's not a big, major school," SIUC
coach Rieb Herrin said. 'They have two
teams, and this is their good one.
"We're very happy to play them
because they're playing schools like
Duke, too."
Senior Shane Wells may know more
about Athletes in Action than a.,y other
member of the team- he was a member
of an Athletes in Action team in Europe
over-the summer.

.. I think it will be kind of neat playing
against that organization," he said ... It
won't be the same players or coaches
though, so it will be a ::>tally diffe.--ent
team than the one I played on."
Herrin said even though his team lost in
its first exhibition game, he was pleased
with the way the players performed.
"I substituted freely, and made a lot of
changes throughout the game," he said.
"We won all the stats except for the score.
Look at it this way, we had five guys with
experience and six without"
Herrin said he likes to look at these
games as preseason rather than exhibition
because the team plays every game as if it

oounted.

at

He is also looking fer good perfor- -'.STEELERS at 13engals i i ; ' . i ~ at Bengais';J(:fSTEELERS B
:}/Steelers at BENGALS·:.:,
Aedsklnsal SEAHAWKS'·Redsldns at SEAHAWKS-tRedsldlis at SEAHAWKS ,f!EDSKINS at Seahawks
mances ,from his players because of the ~;\f~'at fU!MS ;:/{t¥!.FALCONS at Rafflj
FALCONS at Rams'.'({]/~ Falcons at RAUS\~ ;~1
inexperience of his squad.
Panlhenl at CARDINALS/ f'aitthers al CAR . .
ERS al ~,,PAHTHERS at Cllrdinals.
"Games arc fun, 1111d that is what we • ;;\;: sues 01 JagUars t~,f-.'<;., sues rat Jaguars ·
, sues at JaguaniPi'.tl#JPi eucs at Jaguars ;.'1\;;
work for," Herrin said. "I'm looking·f<>r a 0: COWBOYS et Raldoi.; if- COWBOYS at
"
owboys at RAIDERS-;{•~, COWBOYS Ill Aa!dors \

it~t,J,t

good effort from everyone.
"We. need to work on our n:bounding,

~ :~::~::a~no~~te!l everyone
We've got to play hard- all 94 feet"
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